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 USE OF AUGMENTED REALITY TECHNOLOGIES IN CULTURAL 
HERITAGE SITES; VIRTU(RE)AL YENIKAPI 

SUMMARY 

Contemporary advances and innovation in technology have altered human everyday 
practices. One of the most significant of these has been augmented reality (AR), 
which is the brief definition of reality blended by virtual information. Among other 
potential application domains such as entertainment, broadcasting and 
manufacturing, some of the most promising usage examples of AR technologies have 
been in the field of architecture. 

The tempting developments in AR technology have added another layer of rapidly 
changing information to the actual space. Subsequently, the human experience in the 
physical space has developed and is influenced by the dynamic multimedia form. As 
the virtual information is continuously increasing, it has become the new dimension 
of the physical space rather than just a separate layer.  Thus, the design process of the 
collective virtual knowledge has revealed as a new architectural task. As the space is 
re-defined through new virtual layers and becomes multi-dimensional, new 
architectural approaches have come into view. These approaches consider-apart from 
the physical- the contextual, visual and audial data which fulfill the spatial form and 
define augmented spaces. The space should be immersive and present an innovative 
approach to the augmented space. Hence, designers are required to participate not 
only in the physical design process, but also in the design of information flow. In this 
respect, the linearity and subjectiveness in content creation have been overcome by 
the cooperation of different disciplines. Rather than focusing on the physical or 
virtual architecture, designers have to blend these all together, so that a difference 
between the real and virtual disappears, both could be experienced as a whole.  

This study intends to examine how cultural heritage sites could be redefined with 
technical possibilities and moreover with augmented reality applications and 
systems. For years, the issue of preserving the cultural heritage has been an important 
discussion topic among researchers from different disciplines. Since a physical touch 
is not possible in any kind of way in respect of cultural heritage sites, augmented 
reality technologies serve opportunities of possible solutions to this problem. With 
the usage of augmented reality technologies in cultural heritage sites, ancient will be 
donated with multimedia data and will be more comprehensible for people. The 
limitless virtual data should be re-organized strategically and designed as a self-
adaptive system. 
Investigations on the level of Yenikapı Urban Area are derived by the help of newest 
technologies, effective on the re-generation of augmented spaces. Yenikapı, situated 
on the south part of the Historic Peninsula of Istanbul, has a special heritage value, 
since it stands right in the middle of an essential transportation project and cannot 
stay as untouched. As the main point of the survey, Yenikapı is examined as a 
potential future augmented space. It is argued that, AR technologies have an 
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effective role on the city transformation. Especially in an age of emerging 
technologies, Yenikapı has to be designed by considering the opportunities given by 
augmented reality technologies. Dealing with the Yenikapı example, a premeditated 
application of augmented reality technologies together with a new urban plan could 
help to transform the city without destroying the levels of information collected from 
the archeological excavations. Thus, a well-defined strategy for data organization is 
required. 

In this sense, the purpose of AR usage in Yenikapı is to build up a medium for 
cultural heritage exploration and to provide interaction via the 5 senses with this 
information space. To this end, this thesis presents a mobile game application 
interface, which works as a medium for Yenikapı visitors seeking for more 
knowledge about the area. It is mainly based on AR technologies and aims to give 
the opportunity to explore Yenikapı through a compelling environment. This mobile 
game is a virtual ancient object ecosystem, which brings together modern time 
players and historical characters together in Yenikapı archeological excavation areas.  
It is planned to function as an entertaining way to discover the organized virtual 
dimension of Yenikapı. 
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ARTTIRILMIŞ GERÇEKLİK TEKNOLOJİLERİNİN KÜLTÜREL MİRAS 
ALANLARINDA KULLANIMI; YENİKAPI ÖRNEĞİ 

ÖZET 

Modern teknolojideki gelişmeler ve yenilikler, insan gündelik yaşam pratiklerini 
değiştirmiştir. Toplum yaşantısının rutinleri değişmiş ve bireylerin sıradan 
eylemlerini dijital ortam ile bağlantılı olarak gerçekleştirmeye başlaması ile 
günümüzde birçok alışkanlık bilgisayarlara bağımlı hale gelmiştir. Modern 
teknolojideki en önemli gelişmelerden biri sanal bilgiler ile harmanlanmış 
gerçekliğin kısa tanımı olan, arttırılmış gerçeklik (AG) olmuştur.  

İnsanların sanal dünyalara bağımlı yaşayacakları distopyaları, arttırılmış gerçeklik 
teknolojilerinin verdiği olanaklar sayesinde çürütülmüştür. Arttırılmış gerçeklik ile 
ilgili olan ilk yazılı çalışmayı 1996 yılında gerçekleştiren Roland Azuma, bu 
teknolojinin üç temel özelliğini tanımlamıştır; reel çevrede sanal ve gerçek objelerin 
kombinasyonu, gerçek zamanlı interaktivite ve reel objelerle sanal objelerin 
uyuşması. İlk başlarda arttırılmış gerçeklik uygulamaları, ancak ağır ve karmaşık 
düzenekli ekipmanlarla sağlanabilirken, daha sonraları telekomünikasyondaki 
gelişmelere paralel olarak bu teknoloji insan hayatına tanıştırılan akıllı cihazlarla 
sağlanmaya başlanmıştır. 
Arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojileri, gerçekliğin sanal verilerle kuşatılmasına neden 
olmuştur. Özellikle akıllı cihazlar olarak nitelendirilen ve birçok teknolojinin entegre 
halde sunulduğu araçların yaygın kullanımları, reel sahneleri bilgisayarla üretilen 
bilgilerle çevrelemiştir. Çok sayıda mobil uygulama farklı telefon platformlarına 
uyumlu olarak kullanıcılara sunulmuştur.  

Eğlence, radyo - televizyon yayıncılığı ve üretim gibi diğer potansiyel uygulama 
alanları arasında, arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinin en umut verici kullanım 
örnekleri, mimarlık alanında gerçekleştirilmiştir. Mimarlar tasarımlarının gerçek 
hayatta nasıl algılandığını ve yakın çevreleriyle olan ilişkilerinin nasıl olacağını 
gösterebilmek için arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinden faydalanmaya başlamıştır. 
Birçok üç boyutlu sunum programına entegre edilebilen ve sanal modellerin gerçek 
çevreyle olan ilişkisini gösterebilen eklentiler üretilmeye başlanmıştır. 
Arttırılmış Gerçeklik teknolojilerindeki sürekli gelişmeler, fiziksel mekâna, sürekli 
devinim ve değişim içerisindeki bilgi kümelerinden oluşan ek bir katman getirmiştir. 
Buna bağlı olarak, fiziksel mekândaki insan deneyimleri değişmiş ve devingen 
multimedya formlarından etkilenmiştir. Mekânı çevreleyen sanal verilerin devamlı 
olarak artması sonucunda, sanal ağlar ayrı bir katman olmak yerine fiziksel mekâna 
ait yeni bir boyutu-hacmi oluşturmuştur. Bunun sonucu olarak da, kolektif sanal 
bilgilerin tasarım süreci, yeni bir mimari problem olarak ortaya çıkmıştır.  
Fiziksel mekânın yeni sanal katmanlar ile yeniden tanımlanması ve çok boyutlu hale 
gelmesi, yeni mimari arayışların ve yaklaşımların tartışılmasına neden olmuştur.  
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Bu mimari yaklaşımlar fiziksel mekânın yanı sıra, bu mekânı dolduran ve onu 
arttırılmış mekân olarak tanımlayan görsel ve işitsel verileri göz önünde 
bulundurmuştur. 

Mekân artık etrafını sarmalayan sanal verilerle bütünleşmiş olmalıdır ve tasarım 
anlayışı, onu arttırılmış mekân olarak tanımlayan yeni durumuna yenilikçi bir 
yaklaşım sunmalıdır. Bu yüzden de tasarımcılar yalnızca fiziksel mekânın 
tanımlanması sürecinde değil, aynı zamanda bilgi akışının düzenlenmesi sürecinde 
de yer almalıdır. Bu bağlamda, içeriğin tasarlanması sürecindeki doğrusallığın ve 
öznelliğin ortadan kalkması ancak disiplinler arası çalışmalarla mümkün olmaktadır. 
Yalnızca fiziksel veya sanal mimarlığa odaklanmaktansa, tasarımcıların ikisini bir 
arada kabul etmesi, bu iki olgu arasındaki ayrımın ortadan kalkması ve mekânın bu 
verilerle bir bütün olarak değerlendirilmesi gerekmektedir. 
Bu çalışmanın amacı, kültürel miras alanlarını bu yeni anlayış çerçevesinde 
değerlendirmek ve yeni teknik olanaklar, arttırılmış gerçeklik uygulamaları ve 
sistemleriyle bu alanların nasıl yeniden tanımlanabileceğini irdelemektir.  

Kültürel miras değerleri geçmişi yansıtmaları ve tarihin yazılı kaynaklarının 
referansları olarak görülmeleri sebebiyle büyük önem taşımaktadır. Kültürel miras 
alanlarının korunması mevzusu yıllardır farklı disiplinlerden uzmanların tartıştığı ve 
çözüm aradığı bir husus olmuştur. Özellikle geleceğin geçmişle çakışması gerektiği 
durumlarda tarihin daha iyi okunabilmesi gerekmektedir. Kültürel miras alanlarında 
herhangi bir fiziksel müdahale mümkün olmadığından, arttırılmış gerçeklik 
teknolojileri bu mekânların yeniden tanımlanmasında yeni bir potansiyel çözüm 
olanağı olarak görülebilmektedir. Arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinin bu alanlarda 
kullanılması, tarihin sanal bilgi ağlarıyla donatılmasına ve izleyiciler için daha 
anlaşılır bir hale getirilmesine olanak sağlayacaktır. Bu miras alanlarına ait sınırsız 
sanal verinin stratejik olarak yeniden tanımlanması ve öz uyarlanan bir sistem 
halinde yeniden tasarlanması gerekmektedir. Bu çalışmada, arttırılmış gerçeklik 
teknolojilerinin kültürel mirasa yönelik kullanıldığı örnekler incelenerek gelecekteki 
olası uygulamaları üzerinde durulmuştur.  

Tüm bu teorik altyapı çerçevesinde, İstanbul – Yenikapı kentsel alanı ölçeğinde bu 
kuramsal veriler irdelenmiş ve Yenikapı’nın arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojileriyle 
yeniden nasıl tanımlanabileceği ve arttırılmış bir mekan olarak yeniden nasıl 
kurgulanabileceği soruları üzerinde durulmuştur.  

İstanbul’da tarihi yarım adanın güney kısmında bulunan Yenikapı’nın kent için 
büyük bir öneme sahip olan ulaşım ağının üzerinde bulunması, el değmemiş olarak 
kalmasını olanaksız kılmaktadır. Yenikapı’nın ana transfer noktası olarak 
kurgulandığı bu ulaşım ağı projesi, İstanbul’un altyapısal gelişiminde önemli rol 
oynamaktadır. Yenikapı projesinin amacı yüksek taşıma kapasiteli olan ve Avrupa 
kıtasıyla Asya kıtasını birbirine bağlayan büyük bir raylı sistem inşa etmektir. Bu 
sistem için inşaatlar 2004 yılında başlamadan önce alanda arkeolojik kazılar 
yapılmaya başlanmış ve antik bir liman açığa çıkarılmıştır. 2004 yılından bu yana 
farklı dönemlere ait olan birçok eser günışığına çıkarılmıştır. İstanbul’un daha 
önceden bilinmeyen birçok tarihi bulgusu ve kent katmanları kazılar sonucunda açığa 
çıkarılmıştır. Bunun yanı sıra, farklı etnik gruplara ait önemli ipuçlarına 
rastlanılmıştır.  

Tüm bu inşaat sürecine paralel olarak farklı disiplinlerden birçok uzman bir araya 
gelmiş ve Yenikapı’nın geleceği hakkında tartışmaya başlamıştır.  
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Tartışmalar çerçevesinde uluslararası bir sempozyum düzenlenmiş, kentsel planın 
nasıl şekilleneceği soruları üzerinde durulmuştur. Bunun yanı sıra, İstanbul 
Büyükşehir Belediyesi’nin düzenlediği uluslararası bir yarışmada farklı ülkelerden 
mimarlar yeni bir kent planı üzerine fikirler üretmiştir. Kentsel alanın el değmemiş 
olarak kalmasının ve çıkan eserlerin orjinal yerlerinde bırakılmasının imkansız 
olması, Yenikapı için yeni bir stratejinin geliştirilmesi gerekliliğini ortaya 
çıkarmıştır. 

Bu araştırmanın ana noktası olarak, Yenikapı ‘nın arttırılmış mekân olma potansiyeli 
irdelenmiştir. Arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinin kentsel dönüşüm üzerindeki etkin 
rolü tartışılmaktadır. Yenikapı’nın sürekli gelişim halinde olan teknoloji çağında, 
Arttırılmış Gerçeklik uygulamalarının verdiği olanaklarla birlikte düşünülerek 
yeniden tasarlanması gerektiği üzerinde durulmuştur. Yeni bir kentsel planın yanı 
sıra önceden tasarlanmış ve arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinin olanaklarıyla 
oluşturulan bir uygulamalar bütünü, Yenikapı arkeolojik kazılarında, alandan elde 
edilen verilerin yok olmadan kentin dönüşmesine olanak sağlayabilecektir. Bu 
sebeple verilerin organizasyonu için iyi tanımlanmış bir strateji gerekmektedir. Bu 
strateji ulaşım ağı inşaatı ile birlikte kaybolan verilerin kendi yerlerinde sanal olarak 
yaşatılmasına ve ziyaretçilere sunulmasına olanak sağlayacaktır. 
Bu anlamda, Yenikapı’daki arttırılmış gerçeklik teknolojilerinin kullanım amacı, 
kültürel miras alanının keşfedilmesi için bir araç geliştirmek ve beş duyu ile 
etkileşim içerisinde olan bilgi ağını düzenlemektir. Bu çalışma, bütün bu teorik ve 
kuramsal altyapının ışığında, kültürel miras alanıyla ilgili daha fazla bilgiye ihtiyaç 
duyan Yenikapı ziyaretçileri için bir mobil oyun uygulama ara yüzü sunmaktadır.  

Altyapısında Arttırılmış Gerçeklik teknolojileri bulunan ve alan için tasarlanmış 
mobil uygulama, Yenikapı’nın merak uyandıran bir çevre içerisinde yeniden 
keşfedilmesini sağlamayı hedeflemektedir. Tasarlanan veri tabanı ile kazı alanında 
bulunan envanterlerin tarihin farklı katmanları ile ilişkisini kurmaktadır. Aynı 
zamanda antik objelerin sanal bir ekosistemi olan bu uygulama, modern zaman 
kullanıcılarını ve tarihi karakterleri Yenikapı arkeolojik kazı alanlarında bir araya 
getirmektedir.  
Bu oyun, Yenikapı’nın planlanmış sanal katmanının eğlendirici bir şekilde 
bulgulanmasını sağlamayı amaçlamaktadır. Yenikapı Explorer olarak adlandırılmış 
bu mobil oyunun birincil hedefi Yenikapı’yı arttırılmış müze olarak yeniden 
kurgulamak ve kazılar esnasında çıkmış verilerin kaybolmamasını sağlamaktır. Bu 
uygulamayla birlikte ziyaretçiler antik objeleri ve mimari parçaları farklı filtreler 
üzerinden kendi orjinal yerlerinde sanal formlarda görme imkanı kazanacaktır. 
Bunun yanı sıra, kullanıcıların uygulamayla etkileşim içerisinde olarak alanla ilgili 
daha fazla veriye sahip olmaları ve kazandıkları bilgilere dijital ortamdan her an 
erişebilme şansları olacaktır. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the Study 

Recent developments in technology and as one of the remarkable stage of these 

developments, widespread smartphone use, have led to significant changes in human 

everyday practices. Ten years ago, while cell phones were not even affordable, 

nowadays they have become people’s favourite devices to organize their daily lives. 

Thousands of smartphone applications came into the market and mobile phone 

companies have entered into a big rivalry with each other.  

Today, when tourists tend to visit Hagia Sophia, they do not need to collect the 

necessary information before their trip anymore. Thanks to mobile devices, 

computational data can be seen in-situ. Real scenes are surrounded with virtual 

knowledge. Common belief, that the future will take place in virtuality is refuted 

with the possibility of reality-virtuality mixture. Since virtual reality was describing 

just computer-generated environments, a new definition for this combination was 

essential. This arrangement was called as augmented reality. 

Augmented reality technologies are known as the main reason that the virtual does 

no longer exist as just another reality. Instead, it is now re-defining the reality by 

extending it as a supporting layer. As people become aware of the technological 

possibilities and get used to touch screens more and more, the truth is converted to a 

more widen meaning than before. 

In a space full-filled with virtual information, there are more phenomenon than seen 

by naked eyes. The increasingly virtual workforce re-defined the space. The actual 

space has changed and our experience is now re-formed through the virtual 

existence. Manovich (2005) briefly defined augmented spaces as; 

“Physical space overlaid with dynamically changing information.” 

As the actual definition of the space changed, important issues for designers 

revealed. 
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Should designers concentrate on the physical and virtual space separately, or is it the 

time to consider them as a whole? 

Modern buildings are designed with large information panels, but are these panels 

really connecting the physical space with virtuality or are they just optic tools? 

For years, architects had to think about a lot more than just the actual space to be 

designed. There were other concerns like surroundings, weather, nature, etc. In this 

modern era, architects now also have to consider about the augmentation process of 

the space. 

Researchers and designers have started to focus on these issues and tried to imagine 

future spaces. 

Manovich’s concept of augmented space will be taken as one of the primary 

objectives in this study. Since space is a broad definition, this study will try to focus 

on cultural heritage sites by questioning whether they could be seen as augmented 

spaces.  

Subsequently, cultural heritage values are obviously important, since they reflect the 

past and appear as clues of written language. For years, the issue of preserving the 

cultural heritage has been an important discussion topic among researchers from 

different disciplines. When it came to the point where future met the past, architects 

and planners had to face a different task; design with respect to the old. Kevin Lynch, 

Gordon Cullen and Colin Rope were just a few of all who highlighted this different 

sight of the task in question. 

While designers try to arrange the meeting between the old and the new, another 

aspect shows up; how to make cultural heritage sites more readable for modern 

communities. Since a physical touch is not possible in any kind of way in respect of 

cultural heritage sites, augmented reality technologies serve opportunities of possible 

solutions to this problem. With the usage of augmented reality technologies in 

cultural heritage sites, ancient will be donated with multimedia data and will be more 

comprehensible for people.  

Not unlike the design issues of augmented spaces, cultural enlargement generates 

also argumentative matters. These matters mostly concern visitors, as the reason for 

augmentation appears to be provision of clearing for them. For years, also in times 

when technology remained immature, people have argued about delivering the real 
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meanings behind ancient objects. Many researches have shown, that instruction 

without a concept is not enough and people have to be interactively involved in a 

space if they tend to learn more. 

This study tries to underline the importance of a design process while thinking about 

a cultural heritage site as an augmented space. It is argued that, a reasoned strategy is 

required for heritage sites and new technologies should be used within a well thought 

model.    

In the view of such discussions and arguments, Istanbul/Yenikapı will be taken as an 

instance in this survey. 

Yenikapı first came into the fore, when it became the major location for a big 

transportation project in Istanbul. This project plays an important role in the 

infrastructural development of Istanbul. If the high population growth is taken into 

consideration, this project is essential for the improvement of citizen’s life standards.  

The Yenikapı project aims to provide a high-capacity commuter rail system, which 

connects the European site to the Asian site uninterrupted (URL 17).  

Before the construction first started in 2004, one of the largest archaeological 

excavations begun immediately and ruins from an ancient harbour were covered up. 

Since 2004, a great deal of remains from various time periods emerged. 

Experts from different disciplines came together and have started discussing the 

future of Yenikapı. Due to the fact that the site cannot stay as untouched and remains 

cannot continue to be in their original places, a new strategy for the area has to be 

developed.  

While the interaction levels in the city changes with new technologies, a new 

potential for the Yenikapı area reveals. Within the context of this study, the potential 

usage of augmented reality technologies in Yenikapı area will be examined. 

In this sense, this survey outlines that the possibilities of augmented reality 

technologies could be used for a new strategic urban design. Thus, the information 

collected from the Yenikapı excavations would not disappear. Controversially, this 

endless information can be organized within a system and represented to the user in 

computer-generated forms. Moreover, a well-defined content creation can enhance 

user learning in a compelling cultural heritage environment. This study intends to 
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present a model that works as a medium for creating a better awareness for Yenikapı 

visitors. 

1.2 Scope of the Study 

The present chapter provides an introduction to the study as a whole and prepares the 

ground for the chapters that are to follow.  

Chapter two presents shortly Augmented Reality through its definition, history, 

technology and the usage in architecture. This chapter aims to make the real meaning 

clear under the word augmented. The first appearance in literature and the 

background of the technology is explained comprehensively. It describes shortly the 

advances from the beginning until present. Then, this chapter sets out a review to 

augmented reality technologies and all the necessary components are clarified in 

separate subsections. Among all other fields, the usage in architecture is analysed 

deeper with examples. Therefore, different instances in different scales varying from 

augmented reality usages in interior design to urban design are reviewed. 

Chapter three clarifies the preliminary starting point of this study. It focuses on the 

theoretical approach of augmented spaces. As smart device usage becomes 

widespread, the reality is getting more surrounded by virtual knowledge. Interaction 

levels in the city changes and physical space inherit more dimensions than before. 

This chapter provides examples of augmentations in the city and researches about the 

augmented state. As the physical space is extended through multimedia data, a new 

arrangement is required between the real and virtual. Architects role in augmentation 

processes is questioned. Future visions of designers are reviewed. 

In chapter four, the study focuses on cultural heritage sites and attempts to see them 

as future augmented spaces. Essentiality of a design method for the AR technology 

usages in cultural heritage sites is the leading issue within this review. Related works 

are presented and possible usage areas are discussed through this chapter. 

Within the frame of all the earlier theoretical approaches examined in previous 

chapters, this study investigates on Yenikapı as a case study. Therefore, chapter five 

presents a general introduction to the site. Initially, the past of the district is briefly 

explained. Subsequently, the Marmaray project and the archaeological excavations in 
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Yenikapı are examined. A short review of the excavations and archaeological 

discoveries are presented to the readers.  

In chapter six, potential usage of augmented reality technologies in Yenikapı is 

argued. The state of Yenikapı and the importance for an augmentation process are 

indicated. in this chapter. It is argued how the newest technologies could change the 

city transformation process of Yenikapı. Previous discussions and urban projects 

with different approaches are given. To this end, a smart device application model 

for the site is presented to the readers. Recent studies have shown that computer 

games function also as educational tools. A mobile game application, especially 

designed for the Yenikapı area is proposed in this study. This application uses 

augmented reality technologies and aims to give the opportunity to explore Yenikapı 

through a compelling environment. It is aimed that the Yenikapı visitors can read and 

see the data given and syloggize necessary information behind them. Thus, tourists 

can experience the area through a compelling environment. 

Chapter seven draws some conclusions and makes suggestions for further research. 

The general perspective of the study is summarized in this part. 

1.3 The Overall Methodology of the Study 

The methodology of the thesis is comprised briefly of Literature survey, problem 

definition, case study and a conceptual proposal for the defined problem. Depending 

on these main subjects, research on the potential Augmented reality usages in 

Yenikapı is based on three main categories; Etymological, theoretical and practical. 

Etymological study contains some of the main terminological researches about the 

technology of augmented reality. The contents of this subject were divided to the 

basic interpretational dictionary forms, history and technological approaches. This 

division was shaped by looking up to the most up-to-date references in the field of 

augmented reality. Since the technology is used in various fields, it was not possible 

to give every single application example through the study. Therefore, samples of 

architecture usages are examined predominantly. 

The prime topic of this research, new dimensions of the virtually occupied space, is 

shaped through the discussions about some major studies and examples. The 

theoretical study of Manovich’s (2005) augmented space is choosen as the main 
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information source.  Sociological dimensions on human experiences and the new role 

of architects are analysed.  

Samples of technological approaches, which are independent from each other, are 

pulled together. However, the greatest attention is given to the cultural heritage area 

and AR usages in this field. Apart from its general definition, cultural heritage is 

considered from other point of views. In the cultural heritage field, related works of 

mobile augmented reality, smart device applications and museum usages are 

examined. These instances are combined together through a deep research in the 

field. Individual papers are reviewed in order to present a reliable synopsis of the 

examples.    

Yenikapı as a cultural heritage site and a transfer point is taken as a case study. All 

the discussions from previous chapters are collected for examining the potential 

usage of AR technologies in Yenikapı. The future of the area is discussed and 

Yenikapı is considered as an augmented space. Therefore, primer references of 

Yenikapı and the cultural and sociological analyses of the site are given. For the 

problematic context, a smart device game application is proposed for the area. In 

order to create an interactive mock-up of the application, Adobe Flash is used.  
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2.  AUGMENTED REALITY 

2.1 Introduction to Augmented Reality – How can the physical life be 

transformed into something real but augmented? 

Although supporting technologies have been used in various ways in everyday life 

for a long time, people still do not know the exact meaning of the term Augmented 

Reality. They often look surprised when they hear the word first time and a common 

question appears: 

Is it really possible for reality to be augmented? 

Virtual layers support the physical form and computer-generated information extends 

the perception of reality. Augmented reality technologies give the opportunity to see 

extra knowledge about diverse phenomenon in multimedia forms. 

The existent world is fulfilled with computer-generated objects, so that the user 

perceives the reality together with virtual in the same place (Azuma et all, 2001). 

Furth (2011) explains, “Augmented Reality (AR) refers to a live view of physical 

real world environment whose elements are merged with augmented computer-

generated images creating a mixed reality.”  

2.2 From Virtual Reality to Virtual + Reality / The History of Augmented 

Reality 

The first appearance of Augmented Reality in history is seen as one of the MIT’s 

leading professors- Ivan Sutherland’s- work done in 1960’s (Azuma et al, 2001). 

When he published his work The Ultimate Display in 1965, 5 years before the first 

appearance of personal computers, he clarified that the use of computer-technology 

could expand human senses through virtual experience. In 1968, Sutherland 

presented the first prototype of an AR system- a head mounted three-dimensional 

display. This prototype was also one of the first head mounted display (HMD) 

glasses, which was developed through the experiments of Ivan Sutherland and 
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Raymond Goertz. The weight of this HMD was so heavy, that it had to be fastened 

with ropes to the ceiling (Sutherland, 1968). Due to the fact that, the technology in 

that time remained very basic and the computer used was simple, the presentation 

consisted of uncomplicated graphic visualizations. 

Sutherland’s prototype has also been seeing as the first virtual reality system long 

before the theoretical approach of AR had started to be discussed. Apart from that 

augmented reality has always stayed in a close connection with virtual reality. 

A researcher in Boeing first mentioned the term-augmented reality- in 1990. He used 

this term to explain a Head Mounted Display (HMD) system, which was worn by 

aircraft workers. Putting on this HMD, employers could see virtual diagrams on 

plane surfaces (Bestebreurtje, 2010). 

In 1994, Milgram presented a graphic where he simply described the continuum 

between virtual and real (Figure 2.1). This continuum is formed through one axis, 

which has the complete reality in one end and the complete virtuality on the opposite 

end. Virtual reality (VR) systems built a complete synthetic environment. In VR, 

user environments are completely replaced with computer-generated visions and the 

user is located in a virtual environment. Augmented virtuality stands for the 

definition of virtual environments, which are extended with real visions.  In this 

continuum, augmented reality (AR) stands between augmented virtuality and real 

environment. AR systems do not create a complete synthetic vision, user stands in 

his real environment, which is filled with multi-media data. That is the reason why 

augmented reality is close to real environments and takes place in the end of the 

reality axis. 

 
Figure 2.1 : Milgram’s (2004) reality-virtuality continuum. 

The annotated version of reality-virtuality continuum can be seen in Figure 2.2. 

Roland Azuma submitted the first survey of augmented reality in year 1997. He 

defined three basic characteristics for AR systems: 
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1. A combination of virtual and real objects in real environment 

2. Interactivity in real time 

3. Registration (Alignment) of the real and virtual objects. 

Nearly all of the academics used Azuma’s definitions in their studies, since Azuma’s 

survey appeared as the first general perspective of augmented reality and did not 

limit the study in a specific way. In his clarification, he also stated that augmented 

reality systems do not just add objects to the real environment; they also have the 

potential of removing objects. 

Azuma (1997), pointed six different fields in his study; Medical visualization, 

manufacturing and repair, annotation, robot path planning, entertainment and 

military aircraft. By the time his study was published, these classes appeared as 

principal areas in which potential AR applications could be used. In 2000’s these 

areas may still stay as promising fields, but the development of AR systems in 

advertisement and entertainment attract a great deal of attention. 

In his research Azuma (1997), emphasized problematic issues for that time being. He 

explained that, although photo realistic renders would create more true-to-life 

environments, resolution problems did not appear as most problematic issues in AR 

systems. There were more essential factors, which had to be overcome at first. In his 

opinion, problems about tracking, sensing and registration were required to be solved 

in order to create an appropriate augmented environment. 

Azuma updated his study in 2001 and explained the recent advances, which were 

achieved in the meantime. Some limitations he mentioned in his earlier studies were 

overcome, however the problematic issue of the usage in outdoor environments was 

not solved yet (Azuma et all, 2001). 

Augmented reality became a popular topic. Subsequently, technological approaches 

like Jun Rekimoto’s first two dimensional matrix marker or the first mobile 

augmented reality system by Steve Feiner were introduced to the public in 90’s. 

Several conferences and workshops took place in these years. 
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Figure 2.2 : An annotated version of Milgram’s reality-virtuality continuum (Bestebreurtje, 2010).                               
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In the end of 90’s, Hirokazu Kato and Mark Billinghurs presented AR-Toolkit, 

which was an open source software toolkit. By the help of printed out markers, this 

program developed augmented environments. When the calendar pointed 2000’ s, 

several rapid developments in technology prepared a substructure for a more 

common usage of AR systems. First, mobile phones with integrated GPS and video 

cameras came to light. Wireless networks were developed and finally smart devices 

were introduced. 

Technologies of basic computer and telecommunication were combined in these 

small devices. The advantages of ubiquitous computing came into pocket formats. 

Along with video and voice communication, procedures like Internet browsing and 

geo-referenced data collection have been available to the users of these easy 

transportable devices. At the beginning smart phones took place in the market just as 

high-end enterprise devices. At this point, they are seen as everyday consumer 

staples. 

From the beginning of the cell phone technology until today, rapid developments in 

AR technologies have been achieved. Smart phone companies established lots of 

augmented reality applications for platforms like IOS and Android. These 

applications are now used by many people and they make their daily life much more 

easier.  

In the last decade, considering the position of cell phone companies in that time, it is 

not that hard to foresee that the increasing population of smart devices will led to 

more common usage of AR technologies.   

2.3 The State of AR Technology 

The required technology of AR applications is hidden in some reflections of VR 

sytems, which are already parts of AR systems. As it was mentioned in this study 

before, even the first prototype of Sutherland’s has long been interpreted as the first 

VR system. During the recent years, a continuous progress has been made in AR 

technologies. Since this development is still progressing, it is hard to describe all 

technological approaches totally as they come into view first. For instance, Azuma 

(1997) could not mention handheld displays like smart devices when he first 

described the sub-parts of AR display systems, since they did not exist. 
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Some components are required for the usage of AR technologies. In order to create 

more proper and realistic augmented environments, these components must work 

together in a prefect harmony. As Furth (2011) states, “By using the latest AR 

techniques and technologies, the information about the surrounding real world 

becomes interactive and digitally usable.” 

For an accurate virtual presentation, two fundamental elements are necessitated: 

softwares for the manipulation of spatial structures and hardware systems, which are 

used for demonstration (Tonnis, 2010).  

2.3.1 Hardware 

2.3.1.1 Scene generator / 3D rendering 

Scene generators are used basically for rendering the scene.  In contrast to VR 

systems, rendering do not require big capacities in AR technologies. Since AR 

technologies do not completely change the whole environment unlike in VR systems, 

a lot fewer virtual objects have to be constructed. With the usage of a camera, 

rendering systems define 3D rooms that are transferred to two-dimensional displays 

(Tonnis, 2010). This camera is used for image capturing. 

Depending on the technique of the display system, the camera either shows the real 

environment together with computer- generated data or presents only the virtual 

information. The virtual information represented with the real scenes do not 

necessarily have to be in photorealistic forms.  

Along with the camera, matrixes are used for the arrangement of virtual objects in 

their precise locations. Also algorithms allow the presentation and usage of multiple 

virtual objects in a real environment. They also define hierarchies and scene graphics 

(Tonnis, 2010). 

2.3.1.2 Displays 

After the collection of the data going to be combined with reality is collected, a 

system for the representation is needed. A display device is required to show the 

image to the user. There are two basic techniques for display systems; optical see 

through and video see through. Optical see through displays allow direct views of 
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real environments. Computer – generated images are integrated to the reality through 

half-opaque mirrors (Figure 2.3).  

 

Figure 2.3 : Optical see through display systems, adapted from                
Azuma (1997). 

In contrast, video see through displays (Figure 2.4) record complete images of real 

environment with a camera. The augmentation of reality is achieved within the 

images of this camera. Users are able to see the combination of real and virtual in the 

same video (Tonnis, 2010). The eye sights of the people are blocked totally with the 

recorded video image.   

For a more realistic augmented reality environment, displays have to contain basic 

properties like sufficient brightness, resolution, field of view, and contrast. These 

properties ensure to seamlessly blend a wide range of real and virtual imagery on the 

real eye sights of users. 

There are disadvantages and advantages of both systems. Simplicity, resolution, 

safety and no eye offset are the advantages of an optical approach over a video 

usage. Video see through displays, however, outweigh in respect of the; flexibility in 

composition strategies, wide field of view, additional registration strategies and 

brightness to be matched of real and virtual objects (Azuma, 1997). 

Head mounted displays (HMD) 
Head mounted displays (HMD in short) are devices, which are carried on top of 

heads like sunglasses or as a part of particular helmets. The user carries glasses that 

either have one or two displays in front of his eyes. Depending on the optical or 

video technology used, glasses can be semi translucent or non-transparent. By using 

these, users can see computer-generated 3-D objects or other subjects superimposed 

on their real-world view. This see-through capability can be accomplished using 

either an optical HMD or a video see-through HMD. 
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Figure 2.4 : Video see through display systems, adapted from              
Azuma (1997). 

A VR display and one or two cameras are organized for the creation of the video-see-

through HMD system (Figure 2.5).  

 

Figure 2.5 : A video see through HMD from Vuzix. 

The camera-picture is viewed on the display devices. If the system is built with one 

display, it works as a monocular display. Otherwise, two displays are in front of each 

eye and they function as stereoscopic displays. In this case a more realistic 3-D effect 

can be achieved (Tonnis, 2010). The computer-generated images are electronically 

combined with the video representation of the real world. Video-see-through HMD’s 

have the disadvantage of withdrawing the unhindered view of the users. Instead, they 

improve the picture of the real and synthetic imagery in the video record.A semi-

translucent mirror combines the virtual images with real view in an optical-see-

through HMD (Figure 2.6). The user can see real surrounding and the vision of the 
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display is layered in front of his eye-sight (Tonnis, 2010). The real eyesight and the 

virtual world images are combined optically in these systems. Optical see-through 

HMD’s present an unconstrained view of the real environment. They also provide a 

direct real worldview, in which the simulated data and the real images are 

synchronized.  

The first HMD’s were developed for military purposes. Nowadays, they are used in 

various fields and are produced by many manufacturers like Sony, Sensics, Vuzix 

and Cybermind. 

 

Figure 2.6 : An optical see through HMD from Vuzix. 

Spatial displays and spatial AR (SAR) 
Fixed displays in a room can provide also augmentation. Mostly these displays are 

set up in inflexible positions. In this case screens with very high translucent degrees 

are used. For instance, an immaterial fog screen can act like a monitor and virtual 

data can be seen in the room (Tonnis, 2010). In figure 2.7, an example for this kind 

of application is seen.   

 

Figure 2.7 : A fog screen within an AR system (Tonnis, 2010). 
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Display systems do not always have to be in rigid positions. By the help of a head-up 

display (HUD), computer generated texts or images can be seen on airplane or car 

glasses. 

Latest technologies offer augmented reality experiences without flat monitor 

displays. Digital projectors are used for displaying graphic information above 

physical objects. Users are free of any additional equipment contrary to any other 

display systems. This system is called as spatial augmented reality (SAR), which is 

also suitable for collaborative approaches.  

Virtual information is displayed on complex physical surfaces. In figure 2.8, an 

example of SAR technique is seen. Through the use of newest projector-camera 

systems, inactive objects are converted into interactive display surfaces (Jones et all, 

2010). 

Handheld displays 
Small devices with computer displays, which fit into user’s hands, is the short 

explanation for handheld displays. Mobile phones, PDAs, Notebooks and Tablet-PCs 

with integrated webcams are some display devices in this category. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 : An example of SAR usage (Jones et all, 2010). 

The viewpoint of the integrated virtual camera is in a very close connection with the 

mobile device. Thus, the position of the device defines the line of sight (Tonnis, 

2010).  
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Commonly used smart phones with android and IOS platforms are the most well-

known handheld displays (Figure 2.9). Since, smartphones are the most 

commercially available equipment compared to other display devices, they are 

preferred by most of the people. Portability and omnipresence of photocell phones 

are the most significant advantages of handheld displays.  

Although these devices provide many significant improvements in the field of 

augmented reality, they have the disadvantages of limited field of views, long 

waiting periods and certain degrees of distortion (Sung, 2011). 

2.3.1.3 Tracking 

One of the most essential components of modern augmented reality systems is 

tracking technologies. Tracking systems define the positions of virtual information to 

be displayed and also follow user locations. The objects in the real and virtual worlds 

must be properly aligned to create convincing environments. Therefore, in order to 

get proper results from AR systems, tracking technologies have to give exact data for 

calculation. 

There are a variety of techniques that are used by tracking systems. 

The most frequent tracking systems use optical tracking technologies. These 

technologies allow either marker-based or marker less usages. In marker tracking, 

objects with virtual data have some blueprints, which are recognised by image 

processing systems. These prints (Figure 2.10) can be outlined with patterns or 

consist of reflective materials. Marker less tracking, however, does not need extra 

prints for enhancing the reality with computer-generated records. They use the 

natural features of certain objects. The disadvantage in these cases is, the fact that, if 

the objects change their forms in any kind of way, the process can be affected 

critically (Tonnis, 2010). 

QR Codes, which are seen nowadays almost in every part of daily life, are the most 

common samples of marker tracking systems. Lots of smart phone applications in the 

market are developed for recognising and evaluating QR Codes. 
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Figure 2.9 : AR application in mobile android platforms (URL 14, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 2.10 : Marker based tracking, adapted from Tonnis (2010). 

Another technique in AR systems is the inertial tracking technologies. Unlike in 

other systems, inertial tracking do not determine poses from reference points. They 

use starting points as references. Clinometers and accelerometers are in the category 

of inertial tracking systems (Tonnis, 2010). 

Recent inquires focus on adapting inertial tracking systems to mobile AR 

applications. Although these systems are used effectively in fields like avionics and 

maritime navigation, weight and size reducement is necessary for an efficient AR 

usage. 

Magnetic tracking is also a method used in AR applications. Magnetic compasses are 

the best-known systems in this tracking technique. Earth magnet or artificial 
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positioned magnets regulate magnetic compasses (Tonnis, 2010). Through this 

arrangement, user movements can be identified. 

The underlying procedure of GPS in augmented reality is the running time based 

tracking systems. These systems use signals from one or two transmitters. In case of 

GPS, signals from satellites are collected by receivers and calculated to diagnose user 

locations. GPS systems were introduced in people’s lives long time ago. Not only 

AR applications, numerous technologies use GPS technologies. GPS systems provide 

time and location information from anywhere on or near the Earth. GPS is generally 

used in outdoor tracking systems. A clear weather, however, is required for a proper 

GPS usage. 

Finally in some of the cases, a direct mechanic connection between the tracked 

object and the environment can be achieved. This system is called as mechanic 

tracking (Tonnis, 2010). 

There are lot of devices in the market, which use the above-mentioned tracking 

technologies. These technologies provide the measurement of object positions and 

orientation in general.   

2.3.1.4 Inputs and interactivity 

Although display and tracking systems create the principal platforms for the 

combination of physical and virtual, some input devices can add interactivity to the 

augmented environment. 

Blueprints, tangible user interfaces, user movements, eye shots, voice entry and extra 

objects like balls or gloves are used as data input in AR systems (Figure 2.11). 

 

Figure 2.11 : IOrb ball and Peregrin power gloves are some of the input             
devices in AR systems. 
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Along with input devices, some techniques like manipulation, motion, selection and 

signage can be used for user interaction (Tonnis, 2010). 

2.3.2 Software 

The appropriate integration of virtual information and reality is the main objective of 

augmented reality systems. Programs, procedures and algorithms have to be used for 

processing the collected data. Convincing results are achievable with the usage of 

advanced software. At the present time, open-source software or commercial 

programs allow users to develop AR examples. 

One of these software packages, AR Toolkit is an open source library, which is used 

in different platforms like flash and android (Figure 2.12). 

 

Figure 2.12 : ArToolKit – an open source AR library (URL 10). 

Physical markers in real-time are recognised with video tracking systems. Simulated 

visions are seen on top of these markers (URL 11, 2011). 

Alvar is a library developed in Finland. This library allows also building AR 

environments. Mobile phones, windows and linux are the target platforms of Alvar. 

Alvar Industrial Solutions are mostly suitable for architectural usages. Marker based 

or marker less tracking, rendering, and camera calibration are some of its features 

(URL 4, 2011). 

GRATF and Aruco are other libraries, which are imported into different platforms. 

With the widespread usage of smart devices, open-source engines like Mixare, 

Junaio and Layar enable also AR presentations. Layar, for instance, is one of the 

http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/
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most popular smart device applications in the market. It allows users to add virtual 

information above real visions (Figure 2.13).  

This real visions work as fingerprints inside the application. When a person points 

his smart device towards a preloaded object, Layar quickly recognizes and an AR 

event is generated (URL 15, 2011). 

Apart from C-libraries, 3D modelling programs can also develop AR samples with 

the help of some plug-ins. Various companies have advanced new plug-ins for 

different modelling platforms. As an example, AR-media introduced a plug-in on the 

market, which is used together with Google Sketch Up (Figure 2.14).  

 

Figure 2.13 : Abbey Road with Beatles, created in Layar (Ricker, 2009). 

Users first visualize 3D models and with the help of AR media plug-in, they can 

integrate these models into real environments. Users have to print out markers and 

webcams allow users to see the results in reality (URL 12, 2011). 

Another program, by Qualcomm developed SDK, let users creating their own AR 

experiences. Together with development tools such as Eclipse (Android) and XCode, 

Qualcomm AR SDK function as a plug-in for the game modelling program Unity 

(URL 3, 2011).  
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Figure 2.14 : AR media– a sketchup plug-in for AR experiences          
(URL 11, 2011). 

2.4 AR in Architecture 

Transforming their ideas into three dimensional forms has always been architects one 

of the principle works done in the concept phase. In earlier times, this was mostly 

done per hand drawings. When the computer was first introduced into architecture, 

along with 2D drawings, 3D models started also to be presented by computer prints. 

Nowadays, almost every architecture professional use computer generated models to 

show the outlines of their proposals. Besides, with the development of related 

software, animations became also popular presentation tools in architecture practices. 

Many professional companies have been established just for working on computer 

presentations for architects. These companies have filmed short movies of these 

presentations with real actors and actresses. 

In recent years, with new advances in 3D modelling programs, AR usages have been 

introduced to architectural offices. Various plug-ins inside these programs have 

allowed designers to create their own AR experiences. Although a remarkable 

progress has been achieved in AR applications, these technologies are not that 

common in architecture yet. However, some noteworthy instances have been 

realized. 

One of these examples is the Fibrasa Connection Project in Vitoria / Spain. 

Designers have considered all the time the impact of surroundings on new designed 

buildings. Therefore, the 3D image of a project have to be pictured along with its 

neighbouring. In Fibrasa connection project, which is designed by a Brazilian 
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architecture firm, Königsberger Vannucchi, AR technologies were used. With this 

usage, the virtual 3D image of the project could be seen in its real surroundings 

(Figure 2.15). 

The conceptual design process of the project was completed in 2009 and it is 

Consisting of a corporate tower, mall and services (URL 7, 2009). 

The biggest marker in the world was printed out for the visualization of the project. 

With the usage of this marker, the project also got into Guinness worlds records 

book. The blueprint marker was placed on the empty construction area. Before the 

project started, the designers, customers and prospective buyers were able to see the 

virtual image from a helicopter through a 42 inches screen. A notebook display and 

integrated cameras to the helicopter allowed the view of the virtual 3D model in real 

time. With this brilliant idea, architects had a fascinating presentation for their clients 

(URL 7, 2010).  

 

Figure 2.15 : Fibrasa Connection Project (URL 6, 2011). 

The famous Swedish furniture company IKEA, developed a similar AR project in a 

much smaller scale (Figure 2.16). After selecting products from the catalogue, 

consumers can use the free IPhone application to try out the furniture before buying 

(Butcher, 2010). 

http://www.architizer.com/en_us/projects/view/fibrasa-connection/1098/
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Figure 2.16 : Ikea Augmented Reality Application (Butcher, 2010). 

AR technologies are used on façade designs mostly to attract people’s attention. In 

Milan, for example, there has been a Dreaming Wall Info-forum project, where 

computer generated texts were seen on a wall. Completed in 2004, everyone can 

contribute to the project via Internet. The wall stands in a historical square of Milan 

and is perceived as an info-forum. As people send text messages from all over the 

world via Internet, the wall surface acts as a digital display. This digital display 

represents a cultural and collective communication tool (Scarponi, 2005).  

This project is also interesting since it transforms a complete empty and white façade 

to a focal point inside the city (Figure 2.17). Scarponi describes the wall as “ a 

vertical public space reflecting the dual character of the city, it has a double life, just 

as the city and the piazza do-white and subdued during the day, glowing 

phosphorescent green at night”.  

The N- Building in Tokyo/Japan is another example where AR technologies affected 

the view of a building façade (Figure 2.18). The windows of the building works as 

QR Codes and through handheld devices persons are able to see what is going on 

inside the structure. Collecting information about shops, making reservations and 

downloading discount vouchers can be made by using proper AR applications. While 

using smart devices, the building is detected in real time and previous tweets from 

users are located through GPS.  From the interior of the building, little white or black 

point stickers are seen, which generate the QR Codes when looking from a distance 

(URL 8, 2010). 
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Figure 2.17 : Dreaming Wall Info-forum Project in Milan (Scarponi, 2005). 

AR technologies have surely big usage potentials in the field of architecture. Some 

AR techniques already allow users to walk inside buildings and specific rooms. In 

few years, when the technique will be developed further, AR technologies will led to 

significant changes in emergency cases. Virtual images of sub-structures of a 

construction will allow users to see the problematic issues in a building. Also in 

construction phases, with the projection of computer-generated images of building 

periods, misunderstandings will disappear. Thus, the architects will have the full 

control on the construction. The experinces up to now show how the design process 

is re-formed and will be practised in the future with augmented reality technologies. 

 

Figure 2.18 : N Tokio Building (URL 7, 2010). 
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3.  AUGMENTED SPACE  

3.1 Augmented Space – Theory and Practice  

3.1.1 New technologies – new habits, practices and perspectives 

In 1920s, utopists were celebrating industrialization and were hoping that it would 

bring simplicity into peoples life. They were even showing this mixture of 

enthusiasm together with the socialist idea in top-hit movies like The Man With a 

Camera. 70 years after that, the topic changed to virtual, and the future was seen in 

virtual environments.  

Physical forms were left useless by virtual spaces. Cyberspaces became popular and 

people started to live in parallel existing virtual worlds (Manovich, 2005). With the 

introduction of web services, individuals from all over the world had the opportunity 

to gather together in simulated environments. People started to play computer games 

collectively, without knowing each other in the real world. 

Chat rooms were filled with dozens of people, who tried to create virtual lives 

through new relationships and networks. With the usage of programs such as second 

life, people were even formed in a virtual physicality. Famous brands have filled 

virtual spaces with advertisements, and a competition between the virtual worlds has 

started. Every single web platform has tried to enhance its user population in order to 

get the most advertisement release.  

People thought to be living in virtual environments mentally, while being physically 

plugged into power stations. Contrary to what was believed, people chose to live in 

real environments, but still couldn’t get away from computational data, which made 

their life far easier.  

At the early twenty-first century, the essentiality of physical space was highlighted 

once again. The new agenda was about the combination of virtual and real, which is 

basically physical space filled with electronic and visual information. The image of a 
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user on the move in virtual space was replaced with a new lifestyle of a user in 

reality using his cell phone (Manovich, 2005).  

All this new possibilities and life style have been opened to the public through the 

usage of augmented reality technologies. Geser (2010) explained this: 

“In contrast to virtual reality that diverts attention to artificial “second worlds” and 

robotics that substitutes human beings by artificial agents, AR aims to reinstate the 

human being as the very center of all digital activities: not only as an abstract 

“subject”, but as an embodied actor interacting with the physical environment by 

using his senso- motoric skills.” 

New advances in telecommunication technologies and AR showed the way for the 

development of smart devices. These devices have taken the place of desktop 

computers and laptops. They opened up new possibilities and computation has turned 

into pocket formats. Big companies or individuals have advanced various smart 

device applications. Most of these applications have allowed users to blend real 

world images with invisible information layers. Special QR code have been 

downloaded by a large amount of smart device users. 

Nowadays, tracking systems, mostly QR Codes can be seen in every part of daily 

life. People even print their business cards with QR Codes (Figure 3.1) and 

advertisements are full of these black and white markers (Figure 3.2). Big brands 

obviously try to link their social networks and websites together through the usage of 

smart devices. 

Smart digital handsets have worked as windows, which have showed users their real 

environments together with hidden layers of data (Bratton, 2009).  

 

Figure 3.1 : Private business cards with QR Codes, adapted from (URL 8, 2011). 
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Figure 3.2 : Famous brand advertisements with QR Codes (URL 12, 2011). 

A good example for this type of practice is what famous clothing brand Diesel does 

for spreading its products throughout the virtual world. Putting QR Codes in front of 

jeans’, Diesel allows customers to scan these codes via their cell phones (Figure 3.3). 

After scanning, users can connect to their facebook pages and use the like buttons in 

order to show it to their friends. The item, and the fact they are shopping at Diesel, is 

automatically displayed on their Facebook wall. Doing this, not only the shop 

visitors, but also people who don’t have time to go to retail stores are informed about 

the products (Daniells, 2011). 

 

Figure 3.3 : Diesel store, adapted from (Daniells, 2011). 

Subsequently, marketing ideas and consumption frenzy shape the near future of 

shopping. Tesco, which stands out among its rivals, enables ordering supermarket 

products in subway stations (Figure 3.4). Although, online shopping was introduced 

long before and has been practiced for years, this implementation points the way of a 

new epoch in South Corea. For instance, the frontal views of supermarket display 

glasses are printed in their original sizes. When passengers walk next to the station 

walls covered with these prints, they see all the products as they would have seen 

them in a store. With the help of their smart device, they can order goods and they 

are delivered by the same time they reach their homes (URL 1, 2011). 

http://www.japanmarketingnews.com/print_advertising/
http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/diesels-real-life-likes-via-qr-codes/
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Figure 3.4 : Tesco subway shopping, adapted from (URL 1, 2011). 

 On the other hand, entertainment is another part of life, which also has started to 

being formed by the new era. With the widespread usage of computers, virtual games 

became popular and children started to spend a lot of time in front of their PC’s and 

laptops. Games like bingo, which people spent their times physically together with 

families are becoming extinct. Now, as the physicality is combined with virtuality, a 

new form of amusement emerged. 

Nintendo’s Wii brought this new game-style into peoples lives. Contrary to standard 

video games, user gets involved into the game bodily. In some of the latest versions, 

along with the usage of GPS, his environment and location becomes a part of the 

game. With this new game style, the interaction with computer screens is replaced 

with living systems (Croci, 2010). 

One of the well-known games, Monopoly can be played now in real city scales. After 

installing the Monopoly application, named foursquaropoly, into their smart devices, 

competitors can buy real estates, famous buildings and districts in the virtual 

environment (Figure 3.5). By pointing out their mobile phones on the facades, 

players can purchase specific buildings in the virtual environment. Unlikely to the 

old version, players do not have to wait for the dices; they just need to walk near by 

specific properties, which have the QR Codes on their facades. This type of usage 

allows people to get more into interaction with properties in the city. 

http://io9.com/5818576/now-you-can-buy-groceries-using-augmented-reality-in-south-korean-subway-stations
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Figure 3.5 : Foursquarepoly, adapted from (URL 13, 2011). 

Game developers brought other dimensions into players’ worlds. Game interactions 

have changed and emotional involvement is being reshaped. Opposite to the existing 

computer games, people are involved physically in the game.   

In an interview, Kevin Slavin, who has a professional background in 

communications technologies and is one of the founders of the entertainment design 

office Area/Code, explains: 

“As we bring the rest of the world into the game (and the game into the world) there 

is no forgetting that games are really built of rules, emotion and engagement, not 

pixels and code.” (Croci, 2010). 

Area/Code company has developed numerous games in which user location gets 

involved to set the characteristics of the games. Also, human body interactions are 

taken into account while playing most of these games. In figure 3.6, one of these 

games- ConQWest can be seen. It is a sort of treasure hunt played by students from 

ten different American cities. Semacodes, which are barcode like two – dimensional 

signs, are used for tracking (Croci, 2010).  

 

http://www.lacriaturacreativa.com/2011/09/foursquaropoly-foursquare-monopoly.html
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Figure 3.6 : ConQWest (Croci, 2011). 

These approaches in game-design opened new possibilities for architecture, new 

media and everyday habits (Croci, 2010). Also, the window for imagination is much 

more wider now. Modern technological advances are shaped through this inspiration. 

While movies like Terminator and Minority Report were just imagination, people 

have now started to move slowly to this stage. When the movie Terminator came 

first to the big screen, people were amazed about the so-called terminator-view, the 

optic vision of the Terminator layered with additional information. In the movie, 

Terminator had the chance to collect diverse information about the objects and 

humans walking around him. Lately, modern technology has begun to allow its users 

to create their own terminator-views (Figure 3.7). Several smart phone applications 

are used to blend real surroundings with virtual information. As a consequence, 

people now have the prospect to gather knowledge about their environment while 

they are on the move. Since, these applications are getting increasingly popular 

among mobile phone users, the number of the virtual records is growing 

progressively. 
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Figure 3.7 : Terminator- view from the famous sci-fi movie Terminator and view                                        
from Layar application, adapted from (URL 5 and URL 19, 2011). 

Even though electronic screens on a scale, which appeared as future visions in 

Minority Report, is not yet possible, newest researches are focused on to bringing 

these kind of systems into reality (Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8 : From fantasy to real-scenes from the famous sci-fi movie Minority 
Report and interactive solutions for interactive museums. 

Virtual Reality Systems replace completely a user’s environment with the virtual and 

blocks the relation between the user and the physical space. However, augmented 

reality extends the real environments with additional and dynamic extra multi-media 

information. With the usage of the newest technologies, which helped combining real 

surroundings with multimedia data, a better definition, different than virtual 

environment, for the new space had to be described.  
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3.1.2 The concept of augmented spaces 

In 2005, Manovich defined a new term, called augmented space, as a physical space 

covered with constantly varying information that is likely to be in multimedia shape 

and often localized for each user in his article The Poetics of Augmented Space. He 

derives the term from Augmented Reality. He gave mainly attention to the human 

experience in a physical space and questioned how this experience was influenced 

when dynamic and rich multimedia information occupied the spatial form. Supported 

with multimedia layers, rather than becoming irrelevant, spatial form and 

information layers are combined as a single phenomenological gestalt.  

When the discussions were about virtual reality, the tangible and intangible were 

seen as a two separate phenomenon, which competed against each other. In the era of 

augmented reality, the virtual and the real have created together a big synthesis that 

helped human beings to manage “the one real world” more simply (Geser, 2010).   

In his concept, Manovich (2005) subdivided technological applications that 

continuously deliver data to or obtain data from physical space into groups, which 

are; Video surveillance, cell space technologies, computer / video displays, 

Ubiquitous Computing, Augmented Reality, Tangible Interfaces, Wearable 

Computers, Intelligent Buildings, Intelligent Spaces, Context-aware Computing, 

Ambient Intelligence, Smart Objects, Wireless Location Services, Sensor Networks 

and E-paper. 

Even he separated technological approaches to different groups, he declared that they 

all belong together as they make physical space into a data space. This process, as he 

points out, is formed through two phases; surveillance/monitoring and 

assistance/augmentation. The final result of the usage of these applications is the 

same- tangible space overlapped with intangible data (Manovich, 2005). 

As he states:  

“Thus we can say that various augmentation and monitoring technologies add new 

dimensions to a 3D physical space, making it multi-dimensional. As a result, the 

physical space now contains many more dimensions than before, and while from the 

phenomenological perspective of the human subject, the “old” geometric dimensions 
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may still have the priority, from the perspective of technology and its social, 

political, and economic uses, they are no longer more important than any other 

dimension.” 

Moreover, new technologies have fulfilled the space with an extra universe of 

information. Trying to reach to all the necessary knowledge from this universe, 

people have started to experience the city in other ways and dimensions. With the 

help of smart devices and the use of GPS technologies, orientation and movement 

between destinations are now easier than before. However, this great feeling of 

comfort and security did not destroy the inquisitiveness, they even enhanced the 

curiosity of discovering new parts of the city. 

While the challenge of orientation and disorientation still stands as dominant parts in 

human life, the augmented space formed through new technologies, shapes human 

behaviors and sociological life (Ort and Schwankl, 2008).  

Rather than focusing on the technological details, Manovich (2005) gave attention to 

the perspective of the human subject and he defined the paradigm by thinking in a 

sociological aspect. Manovich tried to conceptualize his own paradigm by focusing 

in questions like; what is the phenomenological experience of being in a new 

augmented space? What can be the new cultural applications of new computer and 

network enabled augmented spaces? What are possible poetics and aesthetics of an 

augmented space? He added that, design of augmented spaces has to be seen as 

architectural problems to be able to find the possible answers of these questions 

(Manovich, 2005). 

As the space is re-defined through new virtual layers and becomes multi-

dimensional, new architectural approaches come into view. These approaches 

consider-apart from the physical- the contextual, visual and audial data, which fulfill 

the spatial form. This collective virtual knowledge should also be designed in order 

to create an ergonomic and user-friendly environment. 

 “Augmented space provides a challenge and an opportunity for many architects to 

rethink their practice, since architecture will have to take into account the fact that 

virtual layers of contextual information will overlay the built space.” (Manovich, 

2005). 
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Augmented space is a cultural practice that creates dynamic public places, and it is 

not necessarily tied to new digital technologies. In environments defined as 

augmented spaces, which are extended with multimedia data, it is important to think 

about the new dimensions of human experiences. As the experience is still continued 

in the reality and the relation between body and space has to be considered, the 

overlaying data must be relevant to the physical space. Therefore, when designing 

the augmented space, the link between substantial space and virtual information 

needs to be well defined. 

“The everyday work of a designer is less and less about closed forms and systems 

and more and more about transient, multi-layered information and the user’ dual role 

as consumer and producer of services.” (Ort and Schwankl, 2008)   

There are lots of architectural projects, which use the new media tools-like big 

screens, camera tracking applications etc. Even though these projects are big steps 

for creating augmented spaces, the relation between space and the augmented 

information stays still irrelevant and most of the contents are predominantly 

developed with an ‘ocular-centric’ tendency. 

Generating a physical space with a particular contextual data layer caused to a 

general aesthetic paradigm and this paradigm mainly focused on the problem of 

combining different spaces and layers together (Manovich, 2005). 

Manovich (2005), links this paradigm with modern culture and art. In modern art, he 

explains, the entire space of a gallery is used for the exhibition. Rather than focusing 

on a specific art object, the whole space becomes important and the purpose is to 

place the viewer not in front of the object, controversially inside the object. The 

challenge in twenty-first century is placing a user inside a spatial form surrounded 

with an interactive and dynamic multi-media layer. 

After analyzing and discussing a lot about modern exhibitions and galleries, 

Manovich (2005), points four other fields as much richer experimentation areas for 

his concept. One of these areas is contemporary urban architecture, in which he gives 

architectural projects such as Rem Koolhaas’ ZKM Building and Diller+Scofilio’s 

Jump Cuts and Facsimiles as examples. These projects, as he declares, encompasses 

large projection screens, that shows the activity inside, into architecture. Not only 
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particular projects, but also cities such as Seoul, Tokyo and NYC with Time Square 

and future architecture as seen in movies like Blade Runner and Minority Report are 

overviewed in this aspect. Video displays in certain kind of contemporary spaces like 

company showrooms, airports and train stations are examples of a second field which 

he concentrates on. Retail environments and multi-media design of music 

performances are presented as third and fourth fields through its study (Manovich, 

2005). 

Manovich (2005) criticizes Robert Venturi, whose vision was “architecture as 

iconographic representation”. Opposed to Venturi’s buildings fitted with electronic 

displays, he says that augmented spaces have to be built in different strategies. In his 

opinion, Freshwater Pavillion by NOX / Lars Spuybroek is one of the good examples 

and it symbolizes information age in a correct way. Its dynamic surfaces present the 

key effect of computer revolution, which is variability (Manovich, 2005). 

Built in 1996, this pavilion is 42 meters long and has an elliptical form. Different 

movements and environmental conditions cause light, sound and color changes 

inside of the pavilion. Electronic systems surround this building everywhere, which 

creates an interactive environment (Oosterhuis, 1997). 

Giving different examples through its study, Manovich (2005), highlights the 

relationship among the material architecture and immaterial architecture of 

information flows. In his own words; 

“I suggest that the design of electronically augmented space can be approached as an 

architectural problem. In other words, architects along with artists can take the next 

logical step to consider the ‘invisible’ space of electronic data flows as substance 

rather than just as void – something that needs a structure, a politics, and a poetics.” 

Modern architecture is shaped and re-defined through the new media. Like many 

other details occupying human lives, space itself cannot be experienced anymore 

without the influence of information technology or media. Therefore, the connotation 

of physical space has changed; the actual space is already being shaped and altered 

so much by the virtual space. 
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The space should be immersive and present an innovative approach to the augmented 

space. Hence, designers are required to participate not only in the physical design 

process, but also in the design of information flow. In this respect, the linearity and 

subjectiveness in content creation have been overcome by the cooperation of 

different disciplines. Rather than focusing on the physical or virtual architecture, 

designers have to blend these all together, so that a difference between the real and 

virtual disappears, both could be experienced as a whole.  

3.1.3 Future visions 

The landscape of the future city will change through mobility, interactivity and 

digitalization certainly, in the century of augmented reality. The increasing number 

of mobile devices and the competition between cities will shape the interactive city 

(Muller, 2008). 

Many researchers and designers have considered the impact of Ubiquitous 

computing through the future spaces. One of these researchers is Matsuda (2010), 

who argued that the long dichotomies of public/private, home/work are merging into 

new forms of hybrid spaces and occupations. 

In his study, Matsuda (2010) has presented two future visions in two different scales- 

home and city (Figure 3.9). Although the scopes of visions are differentiated, the 

discussions and facts about the city and the living space are closely connected.  

Matsuda explained his visions as: 

“In augmented space, where the real and virtual are constructed as part of the same 

urban fabric, users can simultaneously engage in private and public activities. The 

terms public and private themselves are becoming less useful in augmented space, as 

we deal with more subjective and less clearly defined distinctions.”  

He has stated that the discussions about the boundaries and limitations of the 

physical space have changed through the new media and technology. The amount of 

time spent with digital tools has increased and this affected the living quality and 

also the space in the sense of reinforcing the domestic ideal and transforming how it 

is practiced (Matsuda, 2010). 
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Figure 3.9 : Two future visions in two different scales (Matsuda, 2010). 

In the Domestic Robocop video, Matsuda (2011) shows his image of the upcoming 

living areas (Figure 3.10). All the surfaces are covered with dynamic information, 

mostly with advertisement. Even the simplest knowledge (a recipe for how to use 

tea-bags) is added to the space through virtual texts. Along with the typescript, visual 

and audial information produces the augmentation. The designer also refers to the 

strong impact of social networks in everyday life.   

As he explains: 

“The latter half of the 20th century saw the built environment merged with media 

space, and architecture taking on new roles related to branding, image and 

consumerism. Augmented reality may re-contextualize the functions of consumerism 

and architecture, and change in the way in which we operate within it (Matsuda, 

n.d.). 

Building his own vision of the futuristic city, Matsuda (2010) outlines that the 

boundaries of public and private have altered and each person has its own perception 

of the physical space. Thus, a new expression and new factors have to be described 

for constructing the cities. 
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“Distinctions between public/private, home/work, mine/yours, male/female, settler/ 

nomad, virtual/real, are becoming obsolete. We must find a new vocabulary with 

which to build the augmented city.” (Matsuda, 2010). 

 

Figure 3.10 : Future home by Matsuda  (URL, 2010). 

Subsequently, Matsuda discusses that the contemporary city is not just about the 

physical space of buildings and landscape, it is more about the synthetic spaces that 

are produced through digital information. This information is collected organized and 

consumed by the human beings. He emphasizes that the augmented city is developed 

and surrounded with broadcast information that makes it a gestalt of multiple 

subjectivities. Its habitants create the content. This content could consist of blogs, 

tags, markets and 3D texture meshes depending on the individuals. In short, its users 

control the space. The environment can be extended with the digital reconstructions 

of cultural heritage values or simulations of future projects and visions- it is unique 

for each user (Matsuda, 2010). 

Augmented City video represents Matsuda’s idea of the future city (Figure 3.11). In 

this short film, two characters are presented in public spaces, transportation vehicles 

and streets. Numerous visual and textual data is fluttering around the users and they 

pick up just the necessary information. Also the male character is observed while 
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creating his own view of the city, by coloring the existing walls with virtual layers 

and textured. In addition, 3D simulated objects help him to construct his own city 

(Matsuda, n.d.). 

 

Figure 3.11 : Views of the upcoming city (Matsuda, n.d.). 

Consequently, modern technology and approaches are the driving forces behind the 

re-development of the city. A pool of virtual information has already surrounded the 

environment. Virtual layers added new dimensions to the physical form. As the 

population of technologies increase, satisfying communication needs will include 

also the amount of virtual information presented. The spectrum of information will 

extend and architects will have to face the problem of the augmentation process of 

spaces. 
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4.  CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES AS AUGMENTED SPACES 

4.1 Cultural Heritage 

As a general definition, the term heritage refers to all phenomenons, which survived 

from archeology, art, tradition, religion and culture, until our time. All the 

information hand down to the next generation about the social life of mankind is 

included in cultural heritage. Heritage values are the showcases of cultures, 

reminders of the past and clues of the future.    

Cultural Heritage is not just about preservation or anastylosis, the objectives of arts 

and culture and the historical stories are also values which have to be preserved for 

the next generation and are in the study field of the broad term heritage.   

Like Graham (2002) defines: 

“It is a medium of communication, a means of transmission of ideas and values and a 

knowledge that includes the material, the intangible and the virtual”. 

Opposite to what is believed, heritage cannot be limited to tangible artifacts. 

Besides the works of material culture; “architecture, landscape forms, objects of art 

and daily use, dance, theater, rituals, memories and languages” as part of intangible 

culture are values to be conserved for the sake of mankind (Silverman and Ruggles, 

2007). 

In her book Uses of Heritage Smith (2006), tries to re-theorize the idea of heritage by 

giving it an alternative conception, which establishes and develops themes of 

memory, performance, identity, intangibility, dissonance and place. 

Conventional European definitions focusing on ancient artifacts and materials are 

challenged with this alternative concept. With this broad study, visiting is no longer 

seen as just a spare time activity or touristic pursuit. These visits have more varied 

and nuanced sense in the social and cultural context. Every single heritage value 
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consists of a deeper meaning, which makes them clues or outlines for specific events 

in the past. 

The possibility of realizing the history, philosophy and many other fields of everyday 

practices depends on the awareness and knowledge of the cultural heritage. In other 

words, today and the future is the reflection of history.  

The characteristics of individuals and the whole society are shaped through cultural 

heritage. “Heritage is by no means a neutral category of self-definition nor an 

inherently positive thing: It is a concept that can promote self-knowledge, facilitate 

communication and learning, and guide the stewardship of the present culture and its 

historic past.” (Silverman and Ruggles, 2007). 

Cultural heritage values cover a good deal of hints about the human behavioral and 

spiritual acts. It’s possible to see media propagandas of modern-day politicians in the 

ancient sculpture of Roman Empire Augustus. 

Besides learning from books, cultural heritage values are alternative ways to have an 

idea of the past. As many researches have shown, people learn more when they are 

interactively involved with the phenomenon or object. That is the reason why 

bookstores become the most favorite places of people whenever they watch an 

exciting movie of an historical event. 

The past leads the way for the future. The fate of communities depends on how much 

they know about their history. Cultural heritage properties, which remain just as 

ruins in modern times, can only be interpreted with their real significance when 

ancient resources and related archeological finds exist. 

 All these specifications are responses for why cultural heritage values have to be 

preserved for next generations and why people need to understand the actual 

semantics behind artifacts. Monuments or objects may present positive or negative 

meanings, but still they also represent several memories. 

Various heritage attractions have tried to survive against the clock. Issues like air 

pollution, urbanization, abandonment, wars and even tourism are effecting these 

values negatively (Addison, 2002). When concerning artifacts that appear only in 

literal works, the difficulty of handing down these values to the next generations can 
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be noticed. Like how a person cares for the inherited items of her parents, 

communities are also obliged to protect heritage values.  

4.2 Virtual Heritage 

In recent years, new technological approaches have given rise to significant 

progression in cultural heritage area. New advanced digital tools in archaeology and 

architecture provided diverse advantages in the fields of documentation, presentation 

and visualization (Addison, 2000). These innovations opened up a new study area; 

virtual heritage. 

These advantages brought by the newest technologies have made it feasible to 

reconstruct cultural heritage objects in computer environments. Architects, art 

historians, archaeologists and computer scientists came together to visualize various 

virtual heritage projects. 

In a general sense, cultural heritage examines objects and sites with archeological, 

esthetical and historical value. The interest area of digital cultural heritage, on the 

other hand, is the reflections of these objects and sites in computer environments 

(Rahaman and Tan, 2009). In last years, many experts working on the cultural 

heritage area have given attention to the subjects of virtual heritage. 

In 2001, French archeologist Philippe Martinez complaint in one of his conference 

speech, because most of archeologists and heritage experts act like “Indiana Jones 

without even a whip” in a time period where the miracle of Stanley Kubrick’s Space 

Odyssey had to begin.  

Although, several significant projects have been achieved, still a lot of cultural 

heritage specialists still do not really work with the help of what digital technologies 

offer. 

Many reasons exist for why 3D reconstructions of cultural heritage values are done. 

Educational purposes, documenting against any kind of destruction (disasters etc.), 

reconstruction of damaged or demolished monuments, providing interaction with 

monuments and observing artifacts from different scales/angles are some of the basis 
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why cultural heritage objects are visualized in computer environments (Noh et all, 

2009). 

Virtual heritage has played a fundamental role in preservation and documentation of 

the cultural and natural history. Countless projects have been started to rebuild the 

cultural heritage. Through these projects, many cultural values could have been 

maintained with digital technologies. Virtual models of cities in different historical 

periods have showed how the city itself and the thoughts and acts of its habitants 

have altered through the time. Besides, monitoring cities and building in different 

scales is now possible with virtual models. 

Virtual heritage projects aim to recreate ancient cultures along with their 

environments with digital tools and make users to understand these cultures and feel 

themselves as a part of them. Together with simulated models, virtual heritage has 

taken the task of connecting the folks living in diverse time periods (Noh et all, 

2009). Some of the digital heritage projects and their technologies are listed in Table 

3.1. 

Table 4.1 : A number of selected virtual heritage projects (Rahaman and Tan, 2010). 

Adapted Technology 
 

Examples 
 

Multimedia based ArchiWAIS (1992) 

HTML + Apples Hyper Card Data Base 
System or Quick Time 

Columbia University History of 
Architecture 

The Chang’an project (2006) 
VRML The Glasgow Model (1999) 

Game Engine Palenque Project (2003) 
Virtual Notre Dame Project (2001) 

Location-based Augmented Reality 
System Ename974 (2000) 

Portable Augmented Reality System Lifeplus (2005) 
Archeoguide (2001) 

Immersive virtual reality system CREATE (2003) 
Streoscopic 3D projection Place-Hampi (2006) 

Multi user virtual environments 
(MUVEs) 

The Forbidden City: Beyond Space and 
Time (2008) 

Web 2.0 Memory Capsules (2008) 
Moving Here (2005) 
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Traditional museum perspective has changed with new technologies. Also, the 

dictionary forms of words like “indigenous, artifact, heritage, space, ecology and the 

past” have changed. Many academics have started to reevaluate, newly-theorize and 

re-picture cultural heritage (Cameron et all, 2007). 

4.3 AR Technologies in the Service of Cultural Heritage 

Putting cultural heritage visitors to a complete virtual environment have brought 

about the questions of embodiment. As Flynn (2007) has highlighted, one of the most 

basis points of cultural heritage is authenticity. She has also pointed out the glow of 

artifacts existence in time and space, and added “the main function of heritage is the 

preservation and exhibition of curiosities, with the monument as a tangible 

expression of permanence and historical authenticity”. 

In most of the digital heritage examples, these issues have not been considered. 

These projects might have been useful for documentation, but visitor experiences and 

interpretation have not been taken into consideration. However, AR technologies 

have given the chance to rethink cultural heritage. Especially, mobile AR usages in 

excavation sites have the potential of creating augmented spaces from archeological 

areas.  

4.3.1 Possible usage areas of AR in cultural heritage 

Like in many other fields, augmented reality technologies have a number of 

prospective application matters in the field of cultural heritage.  These subjects can 

be divided and entitled as following; Presentation, Interpretation, Geo information, 

Variety of Information, Heritage Sites in Danger, Documentation, Visualization, 

Education and finally Physically Disabled People. 

4.3.1.1 Presentation 

To begin with, AR usage has the most remarkable potential in presentation. 

Complete visual sights of particular ruins and areas can be created with the help of 

AR technologies. Therefore, it can be said that AR can act as a scope into the 

past.This will help visitors with no information of the heritage site to understand 

more about the cultural values.  
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From the perspective of tourists, digital tools are in the role of interpreters in the 

computational age. In their article Interpreting Digital Heritage: Considering End-

User’s Perspective Hafizur Rahaman and Beng-Kiang Tan (2010), emphasize the 

importance of the user interpretation. According to them, in order to get more 

understandable and experienced heritage projects, a more defined and comprehensive 

method has to be enhanced. As they highlight: 

“Developing a comprehensive interpretation method for digital heritage requires 

further theoretical development and attention through tailoring of methods of 

practice and prototype development.”  

In her research, Lidunn Mosaker (2001) did a survey with virtual heritage users from 

the Hellenic Worlds and Nu.M.E projects. She found out that users without 

knowledge of ancient architectural styles were not impressed of the virtual models 

and environments.  

The study of Mosaker express that 3D models of specific buildings and ruins, in 

another words a virtually reconstructed world is alone worthless for the visitors. AR 

technologies, however, will give the opportunity to create virtual worlds in real 

environments, so that visitors are not pulled off the reality. 

Together with a more precise visual sight, simulated ancient characters and other 

objects can help to create a more comprehensible presentation of the heritage sites. 

Additionally, informative literal context and old photographs can be used for a more 

stimulating environment.  

4.3.1.2 Interpretation 

According to Addison (2000), virtual heritage projects excite three type of people 

interests: ones who are interested in documenting and protecting heritage values, 

people interested in different interpretations of how these values looked once and 

general visitors who need a visual reality.  

From the perspective of researchers, enabling the visualization of different 

approaches is more valuable then photo-realistic renderings. In the presentation 

process, virtual models in AR systems can include different interpretations from 

diverse specialists. By doing this, researchers would have the opportunity to observe 

and validate various versions of the reconstructions. Which means that, scientific 
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hypothesizes of altered experts is ready for the evaluation of other researchers as a 

result of AR usages in heritage areas.  

Using AR as a research instrument, archaeologists, art historians and architects are 

able to conduct their investigations better. Scientists can perceive their own theories 

and use AR possibilities for their own inquiries. 

4.3.1.3 Geo information 

Right after Google introduced maps and Google Earth to public, geo tagging has 

become a significant new feature for all kind of phenomenon. Common places have 

been imported to the maps and commercial firms have given their advertisement in 

forms of geo tags. As smartphones are becoming progressively common, 

geographical identification of subjects in media forms are being created for ordinary 

people to watch. This metadata is now in forms of videos, websites, QR Codes and 

short messages and can be read on account of augmented reality technologies. 

Manipulating these technologies, users are able to find a wide variety of location-

specific information. 

In cultural heritage sites, extra situation based information of the area can be gained 

with AR systems. Apart from that, visitors can also convey their own knowledge 

about anything attached to the heritage site.  

4.3.1.4 Variety of information 

When used within the field of cultural heritage, AR technologies could help 

providing a more widen range of supporting information of specific objects. Old 

photographs of heritage sites or excavations can be observed, along with their present 

conditions. Moreover, special features like geotagging and the rise of social networks 

re-create new data about particular areas or objects. This new information consist of 

experiences, recommendations, opinions..etc. AR technologies provide a more widen 

sight with all these types of additional knowledge.   

4.3.1.5 Heritage sites in danger 

There are numerous heritage values, which are destructed by man made activities 

such as logging, human settlement, mining, agriculture and public works. 

Correspondingly, environmental factors like gradual changes due to geology, climate 
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and natural disasters threaten most of the heritage sites. AR technologies may not 

stop these dangers, however they can be used in the reproduction process of their 

virtual replicants in their own places. For instance, the destructed sculpture of 

Buddha in Pakistan may be stimulated with AR tools in the future, when people 

realize that other believes does not have to interfere with religion. 

4.3.1.6 Documentation  – scientific research 

Augmented reality technologies can function as assistive tools for researchers. As an 

exampla, the excavation team can transfer the collected data from papers to a virtual 

database. Thus, archeologists would have the opportunity to go through essential 

information about particular objects during excavations. 

Moreover, in the process of defining accurate drawings, executing precise 

illustrations and constituting photographic documentation of the excavated items, the 

team can use AR applications. 

4.3.1.7 Education 

Augmented reality technologies have the potential to put ubiqutious learning into 

practice. A wide range of location spesific information from various sources are 

accessible through these technologies. 

Furthermore, user interaction supports learning process and edutainment fascinates 

children as well as adults. Within the scope of cultural heritage, AR provides a better 

understanding of ancient cultures and can be especially helpful for archaeology, art 

history or architecture history students. 

4.3.1.8 Physically disabled people 

AR tools can work as assistive tools for physically disabled people. 

Audio and haptic technologies can help physically disabled people to discover the 

heritage area without hindrance. For instance, AR technologies can function as 

screen readers for visual impairments. Similarly, hearing impaired individuals will be 

able to make the best from their visits with supportive AR technologies. 
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4.3.2 Related work and discussion  

Augmented reality technologies have been used for cultural heritage visualizations. 

Researchers have actualized many heritage projects with the usage of augmented 

reality technologies. Table 4.1 shows a number of example projects and applications, 

which are built for cultural heritage purposes and use AR technologies. The 

subdivisions of the table is made by looking up both to the technological aspects and 

substances. While platform/display, tracking and other features sections indicate 

mostly the basis techniques of the related projects, other parts show the contents. 

4.3.2.1 In-situ AR projects for cultural heritage sites 

Ancient Pompeii project 

There are several cultural heritage projects, which have the purpose to create 

augmented spaces of cultural heritage sites. One of these projects is the ancient 

Pompeii project, which provides augmentation by mixing the virtual and real scenes 

in the heritage site of ancient Pompeii (Figure 4.1). 

In ancient Pompeii project, ancient life-style was simulated by referring to old wall 

paintings. By looking up to these frescos, animals and plants of the related historical 

period could be modeled through computer software. In addition, virtual human 

characters with artificial life were created. When all these virtual objects came 

together with the real surroundings, an interactive, immersive and completely mobile 

augmented reality environment inside the heritage site was constructed 

(Papagiannakis et all, 2005). 

 

Figure 4.1 : The augmented environment in ancient Pompeii                         
(Magnenant et all, 2006). 
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Table 4.2 :  Example Cultural Heritage Projects Built with AR Technologies. 
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Story telling is probably the best way for getting people’s attention and making them 

being aware of the topic. There are many examples, in which ordinary people with 

no interest in history start to read books and do researches about particular subjects 

when they see visual information about that subject. Theater or cinema is the best 

examples for this kind of situations. Therefore, a strategically created virtual content 

can enhance user participation and learning.  

As Papagiannakis and others (2005) explain, recreation of the visual images in story 

based concepts open up visitor’s horizon. Thus, tourists can understand more 

precisely, what the topic is all about and interpret the historical site in a more 

accurate way.  

The Pompeii project gives it users the opportunity to experience the computer 

illustrations and discover an augmented space which is produced from a computer 

aided design process. After this process, the visual image of reality is now enhanced 

with animated ancient characters and creatures. Moreover, these models act 

according to the story, created by the animators. During their visits tourists have the 

opportunity to come into contact with the augmented environment. As seen in Figure 

4.2 this experience is doable wearing a mobile guide with integrated AR technologies 

(Papagiannakis et all, 2005). 

 

Figure 4.2 : Pompeii visitors wearing Mobile AR systems (Magnenant et all, 2006). 

VHD++ component-based framework engine is used as the AR platform in this 

project and it was technologically advanced by VIRALab-EPFL and MIRALab-

UNIGE. With the usage of this platform, incorporation of various technologies such 
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as real-time character rendering, real-time camera tracking, facial simulation and 

speech, body animation with skinning, 3D sound, cloth simulation (Figure 4.3) and 

behavioral scripting of actions into the system was enabled. Since it is not possible to 

alter the heritage site in any kind of way, real-time markerless camera tracking was 

used for the AR system. The camera used in the system is programmed so as it can 

self-adjust itself anywhere within the tracking environment without the need of user 

interference and recover immediately in case of corruption. With the implementation 

of a technique with two different levels, recovering from any closure or motion blur 

is enabled. Also to guarantee a well-organized tracking system proceeding at high 

frame rates and get optimal quality, the design of the algorithm was made carefully 

(Papagiannakis et all, 2005). 

As Azuma (2001) also pointed out in his research, outdoor tracking still stands as a 

problematic issue in AR systems. Therefore, system components have to work 

maximum in unexpected environmental conditions and developers should ensure that 

the tracking runs effectively. 

With the approach in Pompeii project, integrating the system to anywhere is possible, 

since it requires just a small pre-recorded sequence as a database and even the 

environmental conditions change, the camera tracker can be re-arranged and 

maintain the progress (Thalmann and Papagiannakis, 2006). 

Real-Time Facial Emotion, Expression and Speech Animation were other focus 

points, which had to be considered in order to convenience the users for a real-

integrated environment. For face modeling, two methodologies – 3D modeling and 

photo cloning –were combined. After facial meshes were modeled, in order to get 

accurate human characters, real-time facial emotion animations had to be developed. 

For that, animations were designed through morph targets, which resulted in having 

static expressions like smile sadness and visemes. Another used technique was 

parameterized mesh deformation algorithm. With the use of this technique, it was 

possible to have parameterized facial models, which were animated by set of 

parameters controlling the deformations. 
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Figure 4.3 : Cloth simulation for a realistic expression (Papagiannakis et all, 2005). 

MPEG-4 facial animation parameters were used for facial animation and Real-Time 

Realistic Speech Animations were presented with these face models. Besides virtual 

characters, the creation of a representative augmented world was possible through 

the creation of virtual plants since they have strong visual, social and cultural values 

(Papagiannakis et all, 2005). 

The simulation of realistic fauna, flora and human characters enabled key 

characteristics of augmented spaces like involvement, inspiration and interaction. 

Finally, when the system was created with all the necessary virtual objects with 

realistic features, the integrated AR framework had to be examined in the ruins of 

Pompeii, so as to confirm if the system could work in different environments or not. 

Also a physical model of the ruins was constructed with the aim of improving the 

simulation and framework. This project provided tourists with an outlook of an 

augmented real-world through a superposition with virtual scenes play-acted by 

completely simulated human characters. Although these project was one of the first 

steps for creating AR contexts in cultural heritage sites and supplied virtual story-

telling performances, there are still issues such as illumination and inter-activity 

which have to be furthered in order to get more realistic environments (Thalmann 

and Papagiannakis, 2006).  
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Archeoguide 
Archeoguide is a cultural heritage project, which offers visitors personalized 

augmented reality tours of archeological sites. It is an IST project and funded by the 

European Union (Vlahakis et all, 2001). 

The goal of the project is to help tourists by making the most of their visits and 

simplifying navigation. Tested in Greece’s Olympia, this Project also enables the 

collection, exploitation and updating data on any given site. Besides delivering 

necessary information, The project provides Internet access to virtual tours and the 

database content for recreational, educational and scientific use (Vlahakis et all, 

2002). 

 

Figure 4.4 : Virtual athlets competing in the heritage site (Vlahakis et all, 2002). 

Users have the opportunity to explore unseen scenes inside the heritage sites (Figure 

4.4).  

In the core of the project, a Database with sufficient storage space, serves as the 

system’s central depository. Through the network infrastructure, touring users in the 

archeological sites can achieve information with carrying mobile units. Three mobile 

units; laptop, pen-tablet and palmtop are implemented to the system (Figure 4.5). All 

these mobile units have different levels of processing power and capabilities. Various 

information even about smallest objects is stored inside the database, which is also 
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open for further updated data. This information is mainly formed by 2D images, 3D 

models, audio and video clips and text objects. According to the GPS coordinates, 

which are collected by mobile units through a wireless connection, system can 

overlap the particular data of the viewpoint above the real world and it constructs 

augmented sights based on the user’s profile, preferences, position, and orientation. 

The wireless connection, which enables the data transmission between mobile units 

and central database, is supplied by a network system. This system is installed 

outside the archeological site. Since heritage sites shouldn’t be modified in any kind 

of way, the infrastructure of the system had to be thought carefully, so that the visual 

disturbance was set to the minimum point and physical damage to the site was 

eliminated (Vlahakis et all, 2002). 

 

 

Figure 4.5 : Three different mobile units of Archeoguide (Vlahakis et all, 2002). 

Since Archeoguide was an early mobile augmented reality project, like other 

components of the AR system, GPS antennas were in very big dimensions. 

Therefore, placing these inside the heritage site would result in serious visual 

modifications. 

When a visitor comes close to a new position and look intently, a precise first 

guestimate of the monument is achieved via a global positioning system (GPS) 

receiver. The mobile unit transmits a request to the central database, which finds the 

corresponding information about this particular monument. Then, system renders 3D 

virtual models of monuments, artifacts, and life on top of ruins and natural 

surroundings. Meanwhile, the system also matches the audial data with the visual 

presentation so that the user can hear the audio guide from headphones and watch the 

augmented sight through the HMD or the screen of mobile units (Vlahakis et all, 

2002). 
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Moreover, users can receive additional information like navigation, detailed 

description of the monuments and avatar animations with their mobile units(Vlahakis 

et all, 2002). 

For the reason that, sequential approaches are changable in case of unexpected 

motions and many changes may appear between the live and reference images, 

optical tracking algorithms that manipulate global image properties are used within 

the system. Instead of using local algorithms, this method helps to modify the picture 

frame with transformation tools, so that it fits with the sight of the user. Figure 4.6 

below shows an example in which the registration of a specific object is made with 

rotation and translation (Vlahakis et all, 2002).  

 

Figure 4.6 : Registration process of user sights (Vlahakis et all, 2002). 

After the live video image is optimized with the transformation of the reference 

image, extra information of 3D models of reconstructed monuments or other images 

can be layered with the real eyesight of the visitors. This overlap is made with a 

rendering process which follows users movement and turning. Visitors are able to 

observe enlarged sights with augmented reality glasses.  Figure 4.7 shows the real 

and the augmented view of a user in front of the ruins of the temple of Hera 

(Vlahakis et all, 2002).   

Archeoguide project was one of the first steps of creating culturally augmented 

spaces in heritage sites. As it was a pretty premature project, it had several 

disadvantages. Limited Battery and small screens are some of the disadvantages of 

mobile units. Also in case of using a laptop, it could be said that the weight of all of 

the equipments is a possible harassment for a user trying to have a look around at a 

warm air temperature.  
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Figure 4.7 : Hera temple -real and augmented views  (Vlahakis et all, 2002). 

Though the project has disadvantages, since it provides personalized tours according 

to a users age, interests, education, archaeological knowledge within short waiting 

periods, it could be said that it is a significant first step for cultural heritage and 

augmented space relation. 

MARCH 
One of the mobile AR projects for cultural heritage is MARCH, which appears as a 

marker based technology. It is interesting, since the markers are not in ordinary gray 

scale formats. Four color patches are placed in four corners of images (Figure 4.8). 

By simply pointing the camera on these patches, users are able to see extra computer 

generated data. It is developed for prehistoric cave engravings. Several images and 

expert’s drawings are highlighted on real views of animal engravings. The purpose of 

the project is to blend natural pictures woth expert’s interpretations. MARCH 

appears as an multimedia solution for cultural heritage sites (Choudary, 2009). 

4.3.2.2 Augmented reality technologies for museums 

One of the most interesting examples of AR applications in cultural heritage is the 

usages inside museums. Almost every museum collection contains many separate 

antiquity pieces from different heritage sites. Together with the exhibited heritage 

values, numerous artifacts, which cannot be presented to visitors, stay in museum 

depots. A large amount of museums do not have the necessiated display areas for 

representing their whole collection. 

In recent years, many museums have started to use AR technologies in order to solve 

this problem. These museums have also realized the importance of an appealing and 

exciting representation for attracting more visitors. Interaction, as the basic 
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characteristic of AR environments, has helped users also to absorb more information 

from objects and to observe them from different viewpoints.  

 

Figure 4.8 : MARCH mobile AR project (Choudary, 2009). 

An example, which was tested at SIGGRAPH 2008, Allard Pierson Museumin 

Amsterdam and Cebit 2009 has provided visitors with typical AR indoor 

environments. The main objective in this project was to reconnect the excavation 

sites with collection pieces in museums. By doing this, the users have become aware 

of the original founding places of the artifacts. Big photographs of the heritage sites 

are used for the creation of an augmented environment. According to the presented 

heritage value, these pictures appear as orthographic or panoramic photos. Virtual 

layers consist of contextual informations which are text, images and movies. 3D 

reconstructions and historical drawings are also used as supporting virtual 

information. By pointing the video-see-through tablets, tourists are able to see the 

extra layers on top of the real images. Thus, museum visitors see the related project 

in an explanatory and intuitive way. Ancient Rome, Berlin’s urban development and 

excavation sites of Satricum and Forum Romanum were created and presented to the 

visitors in an exciting and interesting way with the usage of this AR system (Zollner 

et all, 2009). 
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Interactive museum technologies advanced by Lm3labs, are other examples of how 

AR systems can be integrated to museum exhibitions. Lm3labs founded in 2003, is a 

company which is based in Japan and France. Researchers, engineers, designers and 

marketers with different backgrounds are developing computer-vision based 

interactive technologies. These technologies are used in several areas and appear as 

interesting visual solutions for museum visitors. Computer-vision techniques create 

the basis for the system. Finger, body, image and face recognition are used as 

tracking components. Marker-based or markerless augmented reality, mobile 

augmented reality, mixed reality and interactive holograms are some of the 

technologies which are used within museums. Getting by on the slogan, “There is no 

better way to learn than discovering by oneself” Lm3labs seems to provide museums 

with fascinating and interactive tools in the near future (URL 15, 2010).   

 

Figure 4.9 : Some AR technologies for museums (URL 16, 2010). 

The ARCO project, which has been advanced as a part of European Union Fifth 

Framework Programme IST Project, uses also VR and AR technologies. ARCO 

stands for Augmented Representation of Cultural Objects. As explained by 

Wojciechowski and others (2004), this project “aims at developing the whole chain 

of technologies to help museums to create, manipulate, manage and present digitized 

cultural objects in virtual exhibitions accessible both inside and outside museums”. 

The system architecture of the project is divided to three main parts, which are 

content production, content management and content visualization. X-VRML 

visualization templates are used to create a web based form of presentation. Thus, a 

http://www.lm3labs.com/
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well known interface is easily used by visitors. Texts, images, 3D models, movies 

and audial data are some of the contents restored in the system database. Virtual or 

augmented reality exhibitions are developed through the usage of these contents. In 

an AR exhition, the stored data is presented to the users either in a web page format 

or in a room spatially. Marker based tracking turns the museum into an augmented 

space. The content creation-like in quiz formats- enhance user learning and 

interaction. Therefore, the museum visitor turns from a passive viewer into an active 

role-player (Wojciechowski et all, 2004). 

4.3.2.3 Mobile device applications for cultural heritage 

Street museum 
It is obvious that city-patterns change through time as the historical context changes 

progressively.  Panoramas, which present the emotions of daily life such as, pain or 

joy disappears and issues that had big influences on the city become forgotten. Like 

Jane Jacobs once cleared, generations built their own social orders in a city by 

forming informal relations with one another in the neighborhoods in which they live, 

play, or work. As these relations alter, urban spaces get re-shaped and particular 

views of the city can no longer be seen.  

 

Figure 4.10 : The interface of the street museum app (URL 178 2010). 

Street museum is a Smartphone application, which gives the opportunity to explore 

and observe different historical pictures of particular streets and regions of London. 

It provides unique views of the city with hundreds of images from the museum of 

London’s extensive collections (URL 18, 2010). 

http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/Resources/app/you-are-here-app/index.html
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This application enables to create augmented spaces of streets in which it provides 

historical overviews. Another important aspect is, that users are able to see through 

different time periods and see the changes in cities in urban scale. 

 

Figure 4.11 : Street view augmented with street museum app (URL 18, 2010). 

 

Figure 4.12 : A view of the Thames River with old memories (URL 18, 2010). 
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When walking in the streets, users can select a destination from the provided London 

map within the application or simply use GPS in order to locate images near to them. 

After selecting the right images or providing the GPS coordinates, the camera of the 

telephone has to be orientated to the street direction so as to see a window through 

time (URL 18, 2010). 

History pin 

History Pin is another application, which is formed through worldwide contributions. 

This application allow users to share and access historical photographs. Since it is a 

web based application and users gain access to it from all over the world, numerous 

picture collections from various countries are stored up inside the application (Figure 

4.13). 

 

Figure 4.13 : A picture of Eiffel tower in the History Pin.  

History Pin can be downloaded to android and IOS platforms. This application 

overlays street views with virtual ancient photographs. Users an look at several 

interesting collected works while walking on the streets. Memories of world wars, 

famous weddings or natural disasters are all gathered inside History Pin’s database. 

In the underconstruction collection, for instance, it is possible to see famous 

http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/Resources/app/you-are-here-app/index.html
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landmarks in the process of being built or repaired. Clarified also on the official web-

page; “Each of these pieces of history finds a home on Historypin, where everyone 

has the chance to see it, add to it, learn from it, debate it and use it to build up a more 

complete understanding of the world” (URL 10, 2011). 

History calls 
A different approach for smart devices is the History Calls application, which allow 

tourists to gain information about the monuments in Istanbul’s Historic Peninsula 

(Figure 4.14). This application, developed by Istanbul Fatih Municipality, uses 

marker based tracking systems. Almost every monument has a QR code attached on 

its information panel by reading the code with a proper application, visitors reach to 

several extra information. Not only basic characteristic of the artifact, but also 

exciting stories are accessible with History Calls (URL 21, 2011). 

 

Figure 4.14 : Photograph of a History Call user (Uymaz, 2010). 

Pocket guide 
Pocket Guide works on mobile devices as a digital handbook for tourists. Users 

discover new cities with voice instructions. Just like with a real tourist guide, audial 

information about particular objects are perceived from smart phones. Also effective 

suggestions about possible city routes can be found inside the application. After a 

guided tour, visitors share their experiences and photos through the famous social 

media platform Facebook (URL 19, 2011). 

 

http://www.historypin.com/
http://www.tarihsesleniyor.com/hakkimizda.asp
http://www.mypocketguide.eu/en/pocket-guide-city-guide/
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5.  CASE STUDY: YENIKAPI CONSERVATION AREA 

5.1 Yenikapı in General 

5.1.1 History 

Yenikapı, as seen in the aerial photograph (Figure 5.1) is situated on the south part of 

the Historic Peninsula of Istanbul. 

 

Figure 5.1 : Areal photograph of Yenikapı. 

The location of the neighbourhood is in between Samatya and Kumkapi. Yenikapı is 

mostly mentioned together with the Langa district, and is seen as the sea front part of 

Langa (Yenikapı, 1993). 

The topography of the district has changed down the ages and it has been recently 

given under the administrative management of Fatih Municipality. 

Before AC 4th century, the Yenikapı area was not used as an active trade centre. 

However, recent outcomes of the Yenikapı excavations showed some artefacts from 

the few sea trade facilities from earlier periods. When Konstantinus decided in 324 to 
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build Byzantion as the capital city, together with the city, the fate of Yenikapı had 

also started to change. After a fast and big town planning facility, the city was 

opened in the eleventh of May, 330 with a opening ceremony and was called now as 

Konstantinopolis, the city of Konstantin (Figure 5.2). Numerous new immigrants 

came to the new capital and the population of the city became higher than 200.000’s. 

The capacity of the old harbours was not enough to supply the needs of all city 

inhabitants and new port settlements had to be constructed. After the harbour of 

Lulianus, Portud Thedosiacus (Theodosius Harbour) was built to the south shore of 

the city. This place was situated in the area that is now called as Yenikapı (Asal, 

2007). 

 

Figure 5.2 : Map of Constantinople (Gökçay, 2007)  

Important international trade between Constantinople and ancient Egypt took place 

in this harbour.  

During the excavations, several trade objects and pieces were discovered (Figure 

5.3). These artefacts were made from a range of materials. Wooden comb, leather 

sandals, lots of pieces from amphora and oil lamps are some of the examples from 

the collection. Arabic attacks in the 7th century and other new issues in the following 

centuries brought new strategically changes along. The importance of the south 
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harbours disappeared and main port settlements moved to their old places (Asal, 

2007). 

 

Figure 5.3 : Some objects found during the excavations (Kızıltan, 2007).  

After a while, the harbour was filled with alluvium and subsequently melon fields 

were planted in the area (Figure 5.4). People started to call the territory as Vlanga. 

The reputation of the fields continued also in the Ottoman Period and the name came 

until modern times (Istanbul, 1993). 

Later in 13th century, when Franks conquered the harbour, Jewish community moved 

to the captured land. They had inhabited the land until 1453, conquest of Istanbul by 

Ottomans. A new construction for Yenikapı started in Ottoman Period, which gave 

the region a function for working as an extension of Langa and Aksaray. The 

surrounding harbour was filled up in 1759-1760 and Greeks and Armenians started 

to live in the region. In the republic time, the building characteristic had remained up 

to 1960s. After this time being, with the construction of Kennedy Boulevard, the 

physiognomy of Yenikapı has started to change (Gulersoy et all, 2008). 

Although, Turkey did not take part in World War II, dense housing in Europe after 

war also affected Turkey. The new government was influenced by modernisation and 

started to change the city formation of Istanbul. Without asking city planners and 

architects big constructions had started. 
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Figure 5.4 : City walls and port settlements in 15th century (Kuban, 1996). 

Another factor, which altered the characteristic of the city, was the high immigration 

rate. The population was almost doubled around 60s and the traffic problem has 

become uncontrollable. The old urban image of frame houses and pedestrians was 

replaced with tall concrete apartment complexes and motor vehicles (Kuban, 1996). 

The number of inhabitants in Istanbul is increasing progressively. As the amount of 

private cars is also rising, a new transportation strategy is required for a healthier city 

life. Therefore, the Marmaray project was proposed, because the project area is 

located in the historic city part, Marmaray brought several discussion topics forward. 

5.1.2 The Marmaray project and the Yenikapı archaeological excavations 

Marmaray is one of the most essential transportation projects, which will not only 

change the city structure of Istanbul, but also shape the highway connection between 

two continents. 

As the biggest metropolis in Turkey, Istanbul has a big population density, which 

grows day by day. Thus, a well-defined transportation strategy is required, which 

will encourage city inhabitants to use public transportation. 

The aim of the Marmaray project is to supply a healthier city life and provide 

continuance of the natural and historical characteristic of the city. The connection of 

the railway lines from the European and Asian sides is lying in the core of the 
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project. This process will be arranged with a tube tunnel along the Marmara Sea. In 

the European side, the railway line will go down to connect to the tube in Yedikule 

and then pass through Yenikapı and Sirkeci. Then, after crossing the Bosporus, the 

line will be connected to the Asian side in Üsküdar and finally reaches Söğütlüçesme 

again over ground (Karamut, 2007).  

In a city like Istanbul, with a rich cultural history, it is almost impossible not to find a 

piece of a heritage value in a construction process. This was also the case in 

Marmaray project. Before the construction process begun, archaeologists from the 

Istanbul Archaeological Museum were assigned to start with the excavations. Also, 

next to the Marmaray Project, a construction for a subway line has started in 

Yenikapı. A big archaeological event has been started and a lot of objects and 

architectural pieces from various time periods were found (Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.5 : General view of the excavations (URL 22, 2011). 

These two separate projects have been combined as one big total excavation area 

(Figure 5.6) by the archaeologists, since there is no border existing between the two 

parts. Together with these two projects, the total square measure of the construction 

area is 58.000 m2 (Gokcay, 2007). 
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Figure 5.6 : The total excavation area in Yenikapı (Gökçay, 2007). 

 

Figure 5.7 : One of the ancient ships found during the excavations   
(Gökçay, 2007). 

The excavation area of the Marmaray project in total 26.250 m2 was divided into 

three main parts. In the eastern side, ceramic pieces from late Ottoman period were 

found at the beginning. Also architectural ruins and other objects showed that 

pharmaceutics ateliers have been built in the district. Later, excavations were 

broadening, when several wood fragments and pieces from thick ropes were found. 

A ship from 11th century loaded with amphora (Figure 5.7) was discovered and 
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experts recognized that the ancient Theodosius harbour came to light (Karamut, 

2007). 

Various horse bones and a skeleton of a camel found, (Figure 5.8) lead researchers to 

think that pack animals were used as carriers of the goods (Gökçay, 2007).  

 

Figure 5.8 : Skeletons of pack animals (Gökçay, 2007). 

By the time, when the most comprehensive book about Yenikapı excavations was 

published in 2007, Karamut reported that the total number of ships found during the 

studies was twenty-four or higher. These ships were in different sizes and built for 

several purposes. The documentation process of the ships was made in situ and then, 

they have been moved to retention ponds to be prepared for exhibitions (Karamut, 

2007). 

Until 2011, ruins from thirty-five different ships were discovered in total.  

Also, in the eastern part of the area, an architectural example dated back to the 

Neolithic period was found (Gökçay, 2007). 

In the western side of the archaeological area, named Hundred Islands, architectural 

ruins from AC 4th to 13th century were found. The most significant of these was a 51-

meter long and 4.20-meter wide wall. For some of the experts, this was the city wall 

built with the order of the Roman Empire Konstantinus I. Maximus. Ruins from an 

ancient pottery, dated to AC 4th century and Atelier ruins were some of the other 

architectural structures found in the area. Pieces of an old seaport (Figure 5.10) and 

city walls from the II. Theodosius time showed that the western part of the area 

remained as the coast of the harbour (Karamut, 2007). 
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Figure 5.9 : Ancient architectural structures (Gökçay, 2007). 

 

Figure 5.10 : Wood structures of the ancient seaport (Gökçay, 2007). 

Several human bones and grave structures were also discovered in the northeast part 

of the city walls. Bones were send to anthropologists for examination. Another 

interesting result was a church building found in the area during the subway 

constructions (Figure 5.11). Experts have dated the church to 13th century (Gökçay, 

2007). 
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Figure 5.11 : 13th century church (Gökçay, 2007). 

In the later part of the excavations, results made archaeologists and historians think 

that the district also witnessed prehistoric times (Figure 5.12). Recently, the earliest 

footprints of the world dated to 8500 years back were found during the excavations. 

 

Figure 5.12 : Architectural ruins from Neolithic period (Çelik, 2007). 

Several architectural ruins and artefacts from various time periods were discovered in 

Yenikapı excavations. Together with other excavations all under the Marmaray 

project, Yenikapı studies have given numerous facts about the city history. 

These studies have provided a lot of answers for unsolved issues and remarkable 

results came out from the excavations.  
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5.2 New Urban Development of Yenikapı 

5.2.1 Designation of the problem 

Designing in archeological areas has always been an argumentative issue among the 

archaeologists and architects. Especially, in areas like Yenikapı, where the 

archeological conservation area is surrounded by dense housing and a busy daily life, 

preserving the fields as it is found is more difficult than usual examples. Yenikapı 

case is even more special than others, since it has a multi- cultural background and 

gives clues about various historical periods. Numerous archeological finds and ruins 

from ancient buildings were discovered during the excavations. Istanbul’s history 

through out the ages, which did only appear in literature until Yenikapı, has been 

uncovered. The history of several ethnic groups has come to light with Yenikapı. 

On the other hand, a project like Marmaray has to be built soon. Otherwise, with the 

current immigration and population rate, a healthy city life cannot be continued 

anymore. The Urban infrastructural development of Istanbul is directly connected 

with the Marmaray Project. 

Since the project has to be realized as soon as possible in order to maintain a 

sustainable city growth, a new strategic plan for Yenikapı is required. The 

information came out from the archeological excavations should not be vanished, in 

contrast it is suppose to be opened and presented to the public. Yenikapı's urban 

texture inherits several clues about the history and modernization has to face a 

different task: 

How to get a strategic link between the past and the future? 

To implement this different task, principally architects, city planners and 

archaeologists came together and have started to discuss about a new regional plan 

for the area. These discussions have been mainly about contextualizing a new built 

form type in a new urban landscape and managing the built cultural heritage. 

5.2.2 Related discussion & contributions 

As a consequence of the superior position of Yenikapı, many intellectuals have come 

together to deliberate the situation of the urban area. 
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One of these assemblies, which took place in Istanbul between the dates of 11th and 

13th of September 2011, brought several specialists and academics together for a 

symposium. 

The Inter-disciplinary Yenikapı Symposium intended to question the potential 

relationship among archaeology, history and chronicle of every day. As one of the 

main clarification on the colophon (URL 23, 2011);  

“ The Yenikapı project, is linked with the infrastructural development of the urban 

region of Istanbul, and deals with a strategic node for the sustainable growth of the 

city and its liveability improvement. This is the reason why it needs clear visibility 

through a communication strategy able to involve the city, its inhabitants and 

possible investors to build a net of economical interactions, which can express the 

potential, and power of the place.” 

In detail, experts from various fields argued the city transformation issue of Yenikapı 

during the symposium. In this sense, preservation and conservation concerns, similar 

past examples and subjects related to the transportation in metropolis were reviewed 

with diverse presentations. 

Daniel Zarza (2011), for instance, examined the Spanish perspective about urban 

transformations and archaeological discoveries in his presentation (Figure 5.13). 

 

Figure 5.13 : A new city transformation in a cultural heritage site from           
Toledo-Spain (Zarza, 2011). 
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He divided the urban transformation approach to four main stages; underground 

memories, structural permanences, inhabiting archaeology and contingent 

insrastructure. 

A further representation of the meeting was post-graduate student projects of the Msc 

in Urban Design Program in ITU. These projects were also collected for an 

exhibition in Aya Irini, one of the ancient Byzantion monuments in Istanbul. Within 

this context, existing development strategies, new analyses on the Yenikapı area and 

proposals for a new urban design were represented. Concepts and locational 

distribution of urban design msc  projects were sorted out to five subjects; 

comprehensive approach  & structural design, pedestrinization, public open spaces 

and pedestrinization (Figure 5.14), green network (Figure 5.15) and conservation 

(Demir, 2011). 

 

Figure 5.14 : Proposal for Yenikapı by Ceyda Palancı, focus public spaces,     
pedestrinization (Demir, 2011). 

 

5.2.2.1 Yenikapı transfer point & archeo-park area international preliminary 

architecture project 

The authorities also have become aware of the urban development in Yenikapı and 

the municipality of Istanbul opened an international architectural competition for the 

area. Famous architects from all over the world were invited to join this competition. 
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Fourthy-two multi-national and multi-disciplinary project teams applied to enter the 

competition and nine of these teams were choosen by the competition committee. 

The evalution process was done according to team structures, portfolios and design 

visions (URL 22, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 5.15 : Claudio Ceresatto’s proposal for the Yenikapı area, focus; 
green network (Demir, 2011). 

Between the dates of seventh and eight of April 2012, nine finalists of the 

competition presented their ultimate design ideas to the public. Three of these final 

projects have been selected as equal winners of the competition.  

One of the selected projects was designed together by Cafer Bozkurt Architects and 

Mecanoo Architects (Figure 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18). The project team higlighted that 

they did not design a new pattern or texture for the area. Instead, the new urban 

planing should include the improvement of the current configuration of the area from 

their point of view. Their proposal included the transfer of the current ferry port to 

the west side of the area, which would open the area just for the pedestrian. 

Restoration of the old city walls and a new landscape for the seafront were some of 

the other significant points of their suggestion (Tezer, 2012). 
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Figure 5.16 : Yenikapı Urban proposal of Cafer Bozkurt Architects and      
Mecanoo Architects (Akman, 2012) . 

 

Figure 5.17 : Yenikapı master plan by Cafer Bozkurt Architects and 
Mecanoo Architects (Akman, 2012) . 
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Figure 5.18 : Detailed view of the proposal of Cafer Bozkurt Architects and 
Mecanoo Architects (Akman, 2012). 

One of the finalists, Eisenmann Architects & Aytaç Architects designed a new urban 

development for the area by adding meanings to geometrical forms (Figure 5.19, 

5.20). The project team pointed out that their primery objective was to generate 

strategies, which would built a perceptible project. Bringing the water inside the 

project area and creating a spesific part as an extension of the medical faculty  were 

some of  the remarkable approaches of their design (Tezer, 2012). 

 

Figure 5.19 : General perspective of the project which was designed by  
Eisenmann Architects & Aytaç Architects (Akman, 2012). 
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Figure 5.20 : Detailed view of Eisenmann & Aytac Architects’ Project 
(Akman, 2012). 

Another finalist project team, Atelye 70, Cellini Francesco and Insula Architettura E 

Ingegneria indicated that they have strengthen the urban relation with pedestrian 

roads. The team intended to connect the Marmaray with the Aksaray square and they 

wanted to improve the surrounding neigbourhoods (Figure 5.21, 5.22, 5.23) (Tezer, 

2012). 

 

Figure 5.21 : Atelye 70, Cellini Francesco and Insula Architettura E Ingegneria’s  
Yenikapı project- interior view of the museum (Akman, 2012). 
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Figure 5.22 : General view of the proposal by Atelye 70, Cellini Francesco 
and Insula Architettura E Ingegneria (Akman, 2012). 

 

Figure 5.23 : General perspective of the proposal designed by Atelye 70, Cellini 
Francesco and Insula Architettura E Ingegneria (Akman, 2012). 
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6.  VİRTU(RE)AL YENİKAPI – POTENTİAL USAGE OF AR 

TECHNOLOGIES IN YENİKAPI  

6.1 Introduction & General Intention 

This study intends to bring up a different approach for discussion; 

What is the connection between new technologies and the city transformation? 

The evolution of computer technology has affected the dimensions of the space and 

the city. First, with the development of personal computers, people have started to 

adapt their body and mind to the digital environments. Computing and 

communication came along with storage capacities into desktop forms. Later, this 

new opportunities and processes were performed with laptops even on the move. The 

World Wide Web introduced people virtual environments. Discussions about 

embodiment have started. New technological approaches were appeared to work on a 

solution, aimed the combination of real and virtual. Thus, augmented reality 

technologies have given this opportunity by allowing users to get in interaction with 

virtual context in a real environment. Subsequently, the computer technology has 

been combined with mobile phone technology and a worldwide rise of smart devices 

has started. Smart phone platforms have started to compete to produce better-

augmented reality based applications. A lot of virtual information combined with 

geo-referenced data has been attached to the environment to provide an extensive 

usage.  

All these new advances altered the perceptions of spaces. As Manovich (2005) 

mentioned, new layers of information have been added to the space and architects 

have to confront additional challenges through design processes.  

Dealing with the Yenikapı example, a premeditated application of augmented reality 

technologies together with a new urban plan could help to transform the city without 

destroying the levels of information collected from the archeological excavations.    
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In this sense, the purpose of AR usage in Yenikapı is to build up a medium for 

cultural heritage exploration and to provide interaction via the 5 senses with this 

information space. 

This will help users with different knowledge and interest to have an educative and 

compelling experience in the Yenikapı area. With the implication of AR technologies 

in the area, visitors will have the opportunity to experience a highly consistent 

representation of the past appearance of heritage items visually.  

When the user gets in interaction with the system, he also gets connected with 

information. For this reason, the first thing considered in designing of a heritage 

project is the way of transmission of the data. Unlike in other digital heritage projects 

mostly involving only photo realistic virtual models of ancient ruins, Yenikapı 

requires a particular strategy.  

6.2 Previous Work 

6.2.1 An AR based project for Yenikapı 

The impending connection between new technologies and Yenikapı’s new urban 

arrangement has been used as a discussion topic before. One of the significant 

attempts to asume the area re-built with AR technologies was presented in the 

Interdisciplinary Yenikapı Symposium. 

As the connection among architecture, infrastructure and archaeology was being 

questioned, it has been argued that modern technologies could create a new city life 

for the citizens of the 21st century. An augmented reality experiment, which was 

built with the popular smart device application, Layar, was represented during the 

meeting (Figure 5.24). This experiment was developed by a team from Politecnico di 

Milano. In order to build an augmented view of the site, ruins and foundlings like the 

ancient ships were virtually reconstructed (Figure 5.25). The objective of this 

research was to show that AR technologies reactivate the importance of things 

through the act of memory (Contin, 2011). 

Contin (2011) highlighted; 

“The new technology, that carries the effect of interior landscapes of the past, but 

also those of a future to new urban projects tied, is an incredible opportunity to 
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expand our perceptive ability. … leading to a formidable vivid image, sensual and 

memorable.” 

 

Figure 6.1 : Virtual reconstructions for the Yenikapı AR experiment, developed by 
Politecnico di Milano (Contin, 2011). 

 

Figure 6.2 : Yenikapı Augmented view, created by a team from Politecnico di 
Milano (Contin, 2011). 

6.3 A Mobile Application for the Yenikapı Site – YNKP EXPLORER 

Recent studies have shown that computer games function also as educational tools. A 

mobile game application, especially designed for the Yenikapı area is proposed in 
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this study. This application uses augmented reality technologies and aims to give the 

opportunity to explore Yenikapı through a compelling environment.  

6.3.1 The substructure of the application 

With the intention of putting such an application in to the service, some preliminary 

preparations for the functional background are required to be completed in the first 

place. 3D modeling and data gathering are some of this preparatory work. For 

instance, virtual reconstructions of all foundlings and ruins are thought to be made to 

present users a general view of the past of Yenikapı. Additionally, following ideas 

can be realized to create the necessary environment for the application; 

 Graphical illustrations (photographs, renders, hand drawing etc.) and textual 

documentations related to the collection pieces can be attached to the collection 

pieces in virtual forms. Digital panoramas, from city or the excavation phases in 2D 

photographic forms, showing the progress on city formation similar to the Street 

Museum application (see chapter 4.3.2.3), can be presented to the user. Since the 

area will be on the transfer point of travelers from all over the world, the virtual data 

can also contain information about the whole city.  Adding digital movies with 

diverse topics could also be another option. 

3D characters (human, animal…etc.) in a story-based context will help visitors to 

experience the history in an entertaining form. Together with simple treasure hunting 

games, users will get in touch with the area. Subsequently, audio-visual virtual tours 

will help tourist to discover the area by accompany of professional guides. 

Apart from the audio-visual presentations, 6D cinema effects can also take place in 

the area as extra attributes. Visitors could smell,  touch, ride and interact. This can be 

achieved with simulation showers and other additional technologies. In this regard, a 

user can be imagined in front of an ancient harbour where a virtual model of an 

ancient appears with its travellers on. These passegers can also appear as virtual 

human characters and move around while doing their daily works. As the ship get 

close to the user, the sound of a moving ship and the feeling of its wind will give the 

sense of being in a realistic environment. Apart from these, by dabbling some water, 

the user can interact with the virtual models. 

User involvement would have an important impact on heritage visit. This goal can be 

accomplished using simple three-dimensional models of the ancient fragments as 
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information space. It will be steadily augmented with data (images, audio, video etc.) 

provided from visitors using their mobile devices. The idea of the Wikipedia project 

is borrowed, where everybody can contribute to increase the amount of information. 

The community is encouraged to express their vision and tell their stories. In 

addition, the visitors may have the chance to manipulate, animate or activate 

interactive scale models. Connection to the popular media platforms like Tweeter, 

Wikipedia or Facebook will provoke visitors to contribute to the social boards and 

web sites of Yenikapı. These social platform and involvement will become an 

important piece of social memory, when today turns out to be the past of tomorrow.  

This all will let users to see, to find, to search, to explore and moreover to augment 

the area. 

The endless data related to the site should be organized strategically. An open system 

can be helpful to present the collected information in a contextual way. After the 

creation of the open system is accomplished, a medium is required for the 

transmission of the knowledge. In this sense, this study presents a smart device 

application model- Yenikapı Explorer- for the urban area. The substructure summary 

of the application is presented in Table 6.1, which also stores the contents of Table 

4.2. Consequently, a comparison between related examples can be made. 

Additionally, the underlying technology and contents can be reviewed. 

As it is seen in the Table 6.1, the proposed mobile game application is basically 

designed for handheld devices. Visitors having smart phones can easily download the 

application and start the game. Having tablets for rent available could be another 

option.  

Together with GPS integrated technologies, body movements will also be used as the 

main tracking components. According to the new urban design of Yenikapı, this 

application should be working not only indoor (subway station etc.), but outdoor.  

Simply described, education, entertainment, sharing, visuality and travel are the main 

intends of the application. To be more precise, because it is known that some of the 

video games present a unique educational environment, the Yenikapı Explorer is 

considered as a pragmatic and also entertaining way, satisfies the visual needs of the 

users. Since interactivity plays an essential role on user participation, comments and 

story telling provide contribution to the game. Yenikapı visitors can share their 
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experiences, opinions or simply game achievements in popular social media 

platforms. This option is also seen as a valuable guide for tourists, who travel in the 

city and explore coincidentally the presence of the heritage site. Although Yenikapı 

Explorer functions as a virtual commercial tool, aiming to increase touristic visits to 

the site, advertisement  is not seen as one of the main objectives of the game. 

While 2D images and virtual 3D models generate the overall augmented view of the 

visitors, interactive stories and texts help to enhance a better understanding of the 

site. On the other hand, as one of the main contents, voice instructions will help 

physically disabled people. 

6.3.2 Target users 

Virtually constructed heritage values have diverse meanings for each person. 

Therefore, preparing while considering user-backgrounds has an important impact on 

the projects during the production of heritage visualizations.  

Users should read and see the data given and syllogize necessary information behind 

them. Visitor experiences have to be validated as educational environments in the 

projects. Unlike in other related examples, the proposed game application considers 

children besides general visitors as target users. Therefore, the application aims to 

awake the curiosity for the area.  

6.3.3 Brief explanation of the technology 

Yenikapı Explorer is a geo- location based multi-player game. It is powered by a 

platform like foursquare.  

Foursquare is a popular location based social networking application, mostly used on 

smartphones. By using the mobile application, users primarily allow their friends to 

know where they are. They keep informed of friends’ locations.  

Clues about numerous points in the city, discounts or coupons from several 

commercial places can be collected via this application. The foursquare platform has 

an API (Application Programming Interface), which is used by individuals to 

develop their own ideas. This API let users build different functionalities, games and 

data visualizations (URL 3 ,2012).  
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6.3.4 Brief description of the mobile game 

6.3.4.1 Objective 

The Mobile Game- Yenikapı Explorer - uses the actual location of its players to track 

the activities and the circulation of the virtual objects, which are collected and 

dropped by users during the game.  

Once users have created an account, they are assigned as official Yenikapı Explorer 

players discovering the area through its history and sociology. 

This mobile game is a virtual ancient object ecosystem, which brings together 

modern time players and historical characters together in Yenikapı archeological 

excavation areas. 

Players collect virtual foundlings as they are physically visiting the area and 

informed about the historical facts in the region and the city.  

Each virtual item belongs to a specific time period and is the virtual reflection of the 

objects, which were discovered during the excavations. The main intention of the 

game is to collect all the virtual foundlings and complete collections. To collect an 

item, players simply have to respond to the related questions of each object. The 

context of these questions is selected predominantly from historical events. Thus, it 

also makes Yenikapı Explorer function as a knowledge contest and players have the 

opportunity to learn interactively. Once they collect the entire pieces of a specific 

collection, they have the chance to observe the area containing these pieces with 

computer-generated texts, images or movies. This is provided by the augmented 

reality technologies integrated into their smart devices. The more questions players 

answer, the more augmented views of the regions they obtain. They would see 

exciting experiences through their smart phones.  

Apart from the game, the Yenikapı Explorer operates also single AR views of the site 

for those, who do not want or do not have time to play. 

6.3.4.2 Application interface 

The first screen of the application simply welcomes users. Players, after the 

registration process, have to login via their usernames and passwords. A small info 
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button contains simple descriptive information of the game and the interface. This 

information is; 

Welcome to Yenikapı Explorer. This is a quick overview of the game. For further 

information please visit www.yenikapiexplorer.com. 

YNKP EXPLR is a location-based game about becoming the major of Yenikapı by 

collecting all the necessary virtual objects around. Every object is attached to a 

specific question, therefore the more answers you give the more information you get 

about the site. Virtual objects are selected from the real objects, which were found 

during the Yenikapı excavations. These objects are categorized in 4 different 

methods; period based, item based and theme based. All the objects belong to 

specific collections. By completing all the pieces of a specific collection, you will 

have the opportunity to observe the area with more spesific information. Virtual 

animations and revealing texts will appear on your smart device display. 

This game uses your actual location, as well as the location of each other player to 

track the virtual objects around. 

Once you have created an account you will be assigned as an official Yenikapı 

Explorer player and will start to compete against other users. 

To get started, press the login button and see the virtual foundlings around you. You 

can also change to the map view, where the players and objects are displayed on a 

simple map. 

After the login process, users have to choose their play modes; Expert, Collector and 

Pass By. While Pass-By users would mostly be users having not necessary time for 

playing, experts would be people who can be described as amateur archeologists 

looking for extra information about the area. Collectors, on the other hand, are the 

average players.  

There are four main panels on the interface. These will be named shortly as Home, 

You, Society and Map switches. A small diagramm which shows the login process 

can be seen in Figure 6.3. 
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Table 6.1 : Yenikapı Explorer among other related examples. 
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Figure 6.3 : The Login process of YNKP Explorer. 

YNKP explorer users can start to play after selecting one of the game types. Two 

main buttons as “collect” and “drop” exist on the Home tab. The collect button 

allows users to see a list of the virtual objects around them. Right after clicking this 

button, the interface changes to the screen with virtual objects, which are categorised 

according to timeperiods (prehistoric, byzantine, ottoman, modern), object types 

(ceramics, vehicles, organic, architectural…etc), subjects (social life, agriculture, 

war…etc.) and locations.  

Figure 6.4 shows a diagramm of how to collect an object from a spesific time period. 

This diverse selection of the colors is useful for the users to recognize objects in the 

simple map view. The map view is a screen with real-time map to show users actual 

location and game objects around them. 

There is a simple guideline “about” section included in the map view, which gives 

players a short report leading them to the next actions. This information is; 

This is the map view. Using this, you can view collection pieces & other players in 

your area. Your position is shown with a red triangle and other players are displayed 

as blue triangles. Virtual objects are shown as dots with diverse colors, which 

changes according to their collections. To restore this view select refresh from the 

menu this will update the map. If you navigate away from your location, simply 

select Home from the menu to move the map view back to your location. Tap other 

users to see their information. For more information select help from the menu on 

the home screen. 
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Figure 6.4 : Four different categories of virtual objects. 

After selecting a specific object, a question, regarding objects original time period, 

appears on the screen. If the users give the correct answer for the query, they add the 

particular piece to their collection. In case of a wrong answer, the interface simply 

asks the user to try again by returning to the beginning. Figure 6.5 shows a general 

play diagramm of the game.  

A diagramm of the game direction,after the selection process of a spesific collection 

piece is completed, can be seen in Figure 6.6. 

The second main is the YOU entitled tab, in which the main activities of the user is 

summarized. The middle section of the tab, simply describes the individual ranking 

of the user among other players. 

In the YOU tab, a button named as see your current view is placed. As the name itself 

indicates, this button changes to the actual sight of the users. In case users have 

collected all the necessary pieces of a particular collection, they gain augmented 

contexts of their outlooks. These contexts are computer-generated data with 

explanatory texts, three-dimensional models and virtual characters acting according 

to a scenario. An augmented view of the Yenikapı open area with 3D ancient ships is 

presented in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.5 :  General diagramm of the Yenikapı Explorer.
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Figure 6.6 :  Diagramm of the Yenikapı Explorer.
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Figure 6.7 : Augmented view of the Yenikapı excavation areas. 

Users are able to save their various augmented views into their own galleries 

integrated into the application. To recall these views, a button with the name of other 

saved views is placed on the bottom part of the YOU tab. These pictures can also be 

stored in smart phones own folders. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show two different 

examples of the potential augmented views of users. 

 

Figure 6.8 : Augmented view of the Ottoman Sultan in the Yenikapı tram station. 
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Figure 6.9 : (a) Augmented view from the subway station with prehistoric virtual 
characters from a funeral ceremony.  
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Figure 6.10 :  An illustration of the complete augmented view of Yenikapı.
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7.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

This study intended to examine how augmented reality technologies affected the 

space and in a bigger scale the city. Augmented reality, which is the basic description 

of the reality surrounded and therefore extended with virtual information, is 

explained basically with its brief definition and appearance history. With this 

intention, the first appearance of augmented reality, both in usage and in dictionary 

form is reviewed. 

The current state of the augmented reality technologies and their components 

separated as software and hardware are briefly clarified through the study. Although 

the usage examples and possibilities of the augmented reality systems in various 

fields are mentioned through the survey, the most significant attention is given to the 

use in architecture. In this aspect, diverse instances in different scales, which are 

varying from furniture replacing to façade designs or whole 3D virtual building 

models, are researched.   

In pursuit of the wide-ranging overview of augmented reality, it is discussed how 

new technologies have given the opportunity to experience the actual world from 

unusual perceptions. Computational technologies and afterwards the innovation of 

the World Wide Web have altered human everyday practices. The daily routines of 

populations have changed and the habits of the individuals have become reliant on 

computers. People have started to perform central actions like communication, 

cooperation, recreation or even entertainment in the virtual worlds. Consequently, 

discussions about embodiment have begun. The future was seen in virtual 

environments, but new technologies have brought the virtual into the reality. 

Augmented reality systems have allowed the combination of the real and virtual. At 

the beginning, augmented reality systems relied on really heavy and complicated 

equipments, but newest advances in telecommunication technologies brought smart 

devices into our lives. Cell phones have started to become popular devices in the 

later part of the 20th century. Just a small number of telecommunication and cell 
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phone companies were available at the beginning. Because of the limited number of 

base stations and high use charges not many people were using these devices. Later 

on, due to the competitive phone market, cell phones were made affordable for 

people from all strata. The innovations on the cell phones have never stopped. 

Integrated photo cameras, Bluetooth and Internet are some of the few to name of 

these step-by-step advances on the mobile phones. In last years, scientists did a 

spectacular novelty and united the cellular phones together with the computational 

technology. These so-called smart devices have happened to be widespread and 

commonly used by general public. GPS technologies are unified in these devices, 

which basically has allowed developing augmented reality examples through their 

displays. Numerous applications from different platforms have been introduced. 

Smart phone users have blended their surroundings with virtual knowledge by using 

augmented reality applications. In this aspect, different examples and habits altered 

by augmented reality technologies are examined through the study.  

The intangible information around us is varying from different fields and knowledge. 

This virtual information is increasing progressively and the space is fulfilled now 

with computer-generated contexts. As opposed to disembodied occupation of virtual 

worlds, the physical and virtual are seen together as an adjoining, layered and 

dynamic reality. Manovich (2005) highlighted the new situation of the physical space 

covered with constantly varying information and he expressed a new term; 

augmented space. 

Manovich (2005) also declared that the virtual should no longer exist as just an 

attached supporting layer of the reality. In contrast, the invisible space of the 

computer-generated data has also to be identified. Architects are required to 

contribute not only in the physical design process, but also in the planning of the 

virtual information.    

Departing from Manovich’s (2005) concept, this study tries to see how cultural 

heritage sites could be redefined with technical possibilities and moreover with 

augmented reality applications and systems. The significance of cultural heritage 

values both with their social and cultural meanings are discussed. Various instances 

from augmented reality usages within cultural heritage purposes are reviewed. These 

examples are mainly collected from mobile augmented reality usages in excavation 

areas, museums and smart phone applications. 
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Finally, as the main point of the survey, Yenikapı is examined as a potential future 

augmented space. Different than other cultural heritage areas, Yenikapı has a special 

heritage value, since it stands right in the middle of an essential transportation project 

and cannot stay as untouched. Istanbul, as the biggest metropolis in Turkey, has a 

progressively growing population rate. The present state of the public transportation 

is not sufficient and a strategical plan is required. Therefore, the authorities proposed 

the Marmaray Project and the works for the project started immediately. Marmaray 

can be described briefly as the connection and sustainability of the railway lines from 

the European and Asian sides. Yenikapı is planned to be as one of the central transfer 

points of the tramlines, which will come both from the countries in Asian and 

European continents. The main purpose of the project is to encourage city inhabitants 

to use the public transportation. Since Yenikapı is located in the historic peninsula of 

Istanbul, experts from the Istanbul Archaeological Museum were called to begin with 

the excavations right before the diggings for the project started. Numerous finds and 

architectural ruins from various time periods have been discovered during the 

excavations. Uncovered facts about the history of Istanbul have been found and the 

past of several ethnic groups have come to the light. Due to the fact that the 

excavation area cannot remain as unaffected, a new consideration for the area is 

indispensable. Discussions about a new urban plan brought experts from several 

fields together.  

The potential relation of modern augmented reality technologies and the city 

transformation of Yenikapı are highlighted in this review. As the real view of the 

finds and ruins on their own places are unachievable, augmented reality could give 

the opportunity to blend the real eye sights of the visitors with virtual models and 

information. Moreover a variety of computer-generated information would allow 

visitors to collect the knowledge about the area and the city in a general perspective. 

By doing this, the information collected from the excavations will not vanish; in 

contrast they will be represented to the public. A story-based content creation 

together with different techniques, which would give users the feeling of 5 basic 

senses, would create an entertaining and educative environment. Especially in an age 

of emerging technologies, Yenikapı has to be designed by considering the 

opportunities given by augmented reality technologies. Thus, a well-defined strategy 

for data organization is required. The endless information of the site has to be 
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arranged in an open system and showed to the visitors. In this regard, this study 

presents a mobile game application that works as a representation medium. 

This application - Yenikapı Explorer – is a location based mobile game, which 

intends to present visitors Yenikapı through a compelling environment. The main 

objective of this application is to create an augmented museum environment of 

Yenikapı and keep the values found during the excavations alive. Thus, visitors 

would have the opportunity to see ancient foundlings and architectural pieces as 

virtual reflections in-situ. They can also gain more knowledge about the area, while 

they are interacting with the application. 

The flow chart of the application is designed and presented to the users as diagrams. 

Recent intention is to actualize this mock up in a near future. In this regard, the 

essential background of the application has to be prepared to make the application 

real.  

In the light of this study, following questions can be examined in future research; 

How will the archaeological areas be affected by the latest augmented reality 

technologies? 

Will mobile games enhance user participation and learning in cultural heritage 

sites?   

Is it possible to consider applications like Yenikapı Explorer as a new pragmatic 

approach? 
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